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Abstract

In this paper, we contribute to the Extreme
Bandit problem, a variant of Multi-Armed
Bandits in which the learner seeks to collect
the largest possible reward. We first study
the concentration of the maximum of i.i.d
random variables under mild assumptions on
the tail of the rewards distributions. This
analysis motivates the introduction of Quan-
tile of Maxima (QoMax). The properties of
QoMax are sufficient to build an Explore-
Then-Commit (ETC) strategy, QoMax-ETC,
achieving strong asymptotic guarantees de-
spite its simplicity. We then propose and
analyze a more adaptive, anytime algorithm,
QoMax-SDA, which combines QoMax with a
subsampling method recently introduced by
Baudry et al. (2021). Both algorithms are
more efficient than existing approaches in two
aspects (1) they lead to better empirical per-
formance (2) they enjoy a significant reduc-
tion of the memory and time complexities.

1 INTRODUCTION

Multi-Armed Bandits (MAB) provide a powerful
framework for balancing exploration and exploitation
in sequential decision making tasks. In a MAB model,
a learner is interacting with K unknown distributions
(called arms) generating rewards, that we denote by
ν1, . . . , νK . In the most classical problem formulation,
the learner sequentially samples the arms in order to
maximize her expected sum of rewards. In this pa-
per, we consider a different setting in which the learner
seeks to collect the largest possible reward. This prob-
lem, first introduced by Cicirello and Smith (2005), is
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referred to as Extreme Bandits or max K-armed ban-
dit. Obtaining the largest possible reward can be of in-
terest for practical scenarios including financial (Gilli
et al., 2006), medical (Neill and Cooper, 2010) or on-
line marketing (Skiera et al., 2010) applications.

Letting Xk,t be the reward obtained from arm k at
time t, a bandit algorithm (or policy) selects an arm It
using past observations and receives the reward XIt,t.
The rewards stream (Xk,t) is drawn i.i.d. from νk and
independently from other rewards streams. In this
work, we assume that all arms have an unbounded
support (the finite support case is studied by Nishi-
hara et al. (2016)). In this context, Carpentier and
Valko (2014) define the extreme regret of a policy as

RπT = max
k≤K

E[max
t≤T

Xk,t]− Eπ[max
t≤T

XIt,t] . (1)

Two types of performance guarantees have been de-
rived in previous works. Using the terminology of
Bhatt et al. (2021), we say that π has a vanishing
regret in the weak sense if

RπT = o
T→∞

(
max
k≤K

E[max
t≤T

Xk,t]

)
(2)

and π has a vanishing regret in the strong sense if

lim
T→∞

RπT = 0 . (3)

While classical bandit algorithms aim for the arm with
the largest expected reward, a good algorithm for ex-
treme bandit should intuitively discover the arm with
the heaviest tail. Existing algorithms for this prob-
lem can be divided into three categories: (1) Fully-
parametric approaches (Cicirello and Smith, 2005;
Streeter and Smith, 2006a) where the distributions
are assumed to be known (Frechet, Gumbel). (2)
Semi-parametric approaches (Carpentier and Valko,
2014; Achab et al., 2017) where distributions sat-
isfy a second-order Pareto assumption. In Carpentier
and Valko (2014), weak vanishing regret is obtained
for second-order Pareto distributions assuming that
a lower bound on a parameter of the distribution is
known to the algorithm. Achab et al. (2017) refine
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this analysis and obtain strong vanishing regret when
this lower-bound is large enough. (3) Distribution-free
approaches (Streeter and Smith, 2006b; Bhatt et al.,
2021) which do not leverage any assumption on the re-
ward distributions. A simple algorithm, ThresholdAs-
cent, was proposed in Streeter and Smith (2006b), but
without theoretical guarantees. Bhatt et al. (2021) re-
cently proposed Max-Median, an algorithm based on
robust statistics that can be employed for any kind
of distribution. Max-Median is proved to have weak
vanishing regret for polynomial-like arms and strongly
vanishing regret for exponential-like arms.

In this work, we revisit the extreme bandit problem
with the idea of designing algorithms based on pair-
wise comparisons of tails with provable guarantees un-
der minimal assumptions on the arms. The motiva-
tion stems from a recent line of work on subsampling
algorithms for classical bandits (Baudry et al., 2020)
which performs “fair” pairwise comparisons of empiri-
cal means based on an equal sample size and attains
good performance for several types of distributions.

In Section 2, we highlight the limitation of comparing
directly the maxima of n i.i.d. samples and introduce
the Quantile of Maxima (QoMax) estimator. Instead
of computing the maximum of n samples, the learner
separates the collected data into batches of equal size
and compute the quantile of order q of the maxima
over the different batches. QoMax is inspired by the
Median of Means estimator (Alon et al., 1999) that
was used for heavy-tail bandits (Bubeck et al., 2013).
We derive upper bounds on the probability that one
QoMax exceeds another, that are instrumental to de-
sign our algorithms. In Section 3, we first propose
an Explore-Then-Commit algorithm using QoMax, for
which we establish vanishing regret in the strong sense
under the mild assumption that the bandit model has
a dominant arm. Albeit simple, this approach requires
some tuning which depends on the horizon T . To
overcome this limitation, we propose in Section 4 the
QoMax-SDA algorithm which combines QoMax with
the subsampling strategy from Baudry et al. (2021).
We prove that it achieves vanishing regret for arms
with exponential or polynomial tails and also provide
some elements of analysis under the weaker dominant
arm assumption. In Section 5, we highlight the effi-
ciency of our algorithms which allow for a significant
reduction of the storage and computational cost while
outperforming existing approaches empirically.

2 COMPARING TAILS

In this section, we motivate our new QoMax estimator
used for comparing the tails of two distributions based
on n i.i.d. samples of each. We first present the

assumptions under which we are able to analyze
QoMax and the resulting extreme bandit algorithms.

We define the survival function G of a distribution ν as
G(x) = PX∼ν(X > x) for all x ∈ R. We shall consider
two different assumptions for arms’ distributions.

Definition 1 (Exponential or polynomial tails). Let
ν be a distribution of survival function G. (1) If there
exists C > 0 and λ > 1 such that G(x) ∼ Cx−λ we
say that ν has a polynomial tail. (2) If there exists
C > 0, λ ∈ R+ such that G(x) ∼ C exp(−λx) we say
that ν has an exponential tail.

These semi-parametric assumptions (which says noth-
ing about the lower part of the distribution) have been
introduced by Bhatt et al. (2021). We remark that a
polynomial tail is a weaker condition than the second-
order Pareto assumption from Carpentier and Valko
(2014). Now, we introduce a general assumption which
allows to compare two (arbitrary) tails.

Definition 2 (Dominating tail). Let G1 and G2 be
the survival functions of two distributions ν1 and ν2.
We say that the tail of ν1 dominates the tail of ν2

(we write ν1 � ν2 ) if there exists C > 1 and x ∈ R
such that for all y > x, G1(y) > CG2(y).

In the rest of the paper, we will consider a bandit
model that has a dominating arm, denoted by 1 with-
out loss of generality: ν1 � νk for all k 6= 1. Under this
assumption, arm 1 is optimal in the sense that for T
large enough an oracle strategy would select this arm
only. To the best of our knowledge, this is the weakest
assumption introduced so far for extreme bandits.

2.1 Comparing Maxima

Let ν1 and ν2 be two distributions from which we ob-
serve n i.i.d. samples denoted by X1,1, . . . , X1,n and
X2,1, . . . , X2,n respectively. A natural idea to com-
pare their tails is to use the samples’ maxima, X+

k,n =
max{Xk,1, . . . , Xk,n} for k ∈ {1, 2}. For these estima-
tors to serve as a proxy for comparing the tails, we need
the probability P(X+

1,n < X+
2,n) to decay fast enough

when ν1 � ν2. To upper bound this probability, we
note that for any sequence (xn),

P(X+
1,n < X+

2,n) ≤ P(X+
1,n ≤ xn) + P(X+

2,n > xn) .

Using first that P(X+
1,n ≤ x) ≤ exp(−nG1(x)) and

then P(X+
2,n > x) ≤ nG2(x), and optimizing for xn

yields the following result, proved in Appendix A.

Lemma 1 (Comparison of Maxima). Assume that
both ν1 and ν2 have either polynomial or exponential
tails, with respective second parameter λ1 and λ2, with
λ1 < λ2 (so that ν1 � ν2). Define δ = λ2

λ1
− 1 > 0,
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then there exists a sequence (xn) such that

max{P(X+
1,n ≤ xn),P(X+

2,n ≥ xn)} = O
(

(log n)δ+1

nδ

)
.

Lemma 1 shows that even under the stronger semi-
parametric assumption, P(X+

1,n ≤ X+
2,n) does not de-

cay exponentially fast, unlike what happens when we
compare the empirical means of light-tailed distribu-
tions. Furthermore, the rate δ is problem-dependent
and can be arbitrarily small. As pointed out by Car-
pentier and Valko (2014) it can actually be seen as
the Extreme Bandits equivalent of the gap in bandits,
we therefore call δ the tail gap. Besides, we prove
in Lemma 4 (in Appendix) a lower bound of order
O(n−(1+δ)), which motivates using more robust statis-
tics on the distributions’ tails.

2.2 Quantile of Maxima (QoMax)

Results similar to those of Section 2.1 have been previ-
ously encountered in the bandit literature. In (Bubeck
et al., 2013), the authors study the problem of ban-
dit with heavy tails, prove a concentration inequality
in n−δ for some δ > 0 and use this result to build
several estimators with faster convergence. Among
them, they consider the Median-of-Means (MoM) in-
troduced by Alon et al. (1999). We build a natural
variant of MoM, that we call Quantile of Maxima (Qo-
Max). The principle of QoMax is simple: the learner
chooses a quantile q, and has access to N = b×n data
X = (Xm,i)m≤n,i≤b. It then allocates the data in b
batches of size n and: (1) find the maximum of each
batch, (2) compute the quantile of order q over the b
maxima. We summarize QoMax in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Quantile of Maxima (QoMax)
Input: quantile q, b batches of size n, observations

(Xm,i)m≤n,i≤b
for i = 1, . . . , b do

Compute (X+
n )(i) = max{X1,i, . . . , Xn,i}

Return: quantile of order q of {(X+
n )(1), . . . , (X+

n )(b)}

For a finite set of size b, we simply define the quantile
q as the observation of rank dbqe in the list of sorted
data (in increasing order). In the sequel we denote by
X̄q
k,n,b the QoMax of order q computed from b batches

of size n of i.i.d. replications from arm k.

We are now ready to state the crucial property of Qo-
Max estimators that will be used in our two analyses.

Theorem 1 (Comparison of QoMax). Let ν1 and ν2

be two distributions satisfying ν1 � ν2 and q ∈ (0, 1).
Then, there exists a sequence xn, a constant c > 0,

and an integer nν1,ν2,q such that for n ≥ nν1,ν2,q,

max
{
P(X̄q

1,n,b ≤ xn),P(X̄q
2,n,b ≥ xn)

}
≤ exp(−cb) .

If the tails are furthermore either polynomial or expo-
nential with a positive tail gap, then the result holds
for any c > 0 and n larger than some nc,ν1,ν2,q.

It follows from Theorem 1 that P(X̄q
1,n,b ≤ X̄q

2,n,b) ≤
2 exp(−cb) for n large enough. Strikingly, this result
tells us that, under the simple assumption that one tail
dominates the comparison of QoMax computed with
the same parameters will not be in favor of the domi-
nating arm with a probability that decreases expo-
nentially with the batch size.

Remark 1. In general QoMax is not an estimate of
the expectation of the maximum. We will use it to
compare two tails, in order to find the heavier.

Remark 2 (Choice of quantile level q). Note that The-
orem 1 holds for any value of q ∈ (0, 1), but the impact
of q is materialized in the (problem-dependent) sam-
ple size nν1,ν2,q needed for the inequality to hold. For
the practitioner, we think that in most cases choosing
q = 1/2 is appropriate. Still, in Section 5 we exhibit a
difficult setting where a choice of q close to 1 is helpful.

2.3 Proof of Theorem 1

We let kl(x, y) = x log(x/y)+(1−x) log((1−x)/(1−y))
denote the binary relative entropy. Just like for the
analysis of Median-of-Means, the starting point is to
relate deviations inequalities for a QoMax to devia-
tion inequalities for binomial distributions. Letting
(X+

1,n)(i) (resp. (X+
2,n)(i)) denote the maximum over

the i-th batch of observations from ν1 (resp. ν2),

P(X̄q
1,n,b ≤ x) ≤ P

(
b∑
i=1

1
(

(X+
1,n)(i) ≤ x

)
≥ bq

)
≤ exp(−b× kl(q,P(X+

1,n ≤ x))) .

The last step applies the Chernoff inequality to a bino-
mial distribution with parameters b and p = P(X+

1,n ≤
x), and holds whenever P(X+

1,n ≤ x) ≤ q. Similarly, if
P(X+

2,n ≥ x) ≤ 1− q − 1/b, we have

P(X̄q
2,n,b ≥ x) ≤ P

(
b∑
i=1

1
(

(X+
2,n)(i) ≥ x

)
≥b− bq − 1

)
≤ exp(−bkl(1− q − 1/b,P(X+

2,n ≥ x)))

For exponential and polynomial tails, thanks to
Lemma 1 there exists a sequence (xn) such that both
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P(X+
1,n ≤ xn) and P(X+

2,n ≥ xn) converge to zero,
and the result follows easily. Under the dominance as-
sumption, the following result controls the deviations
of the maxima and is proved in Appendix A.

Lemma 2. Assume that ν1 � ν2. Then, for any q ∈
(0, 1) there exists nν1,ν2,q ∈ N, a sequence xn and some
ε > 0 such that for all n ≥ nν1,ν2,q and b large enough,

P(X+
1,n ≤ xn) ≤ q − ε , and P(X+

2,n ≤ xn) ≥ q + ε .

With the notation of Lemma 2, Theorem 1 then holds
for c = min (kl(q, q − ε), kl(1− q − ε/2, 1− q − ε))
provided that the batch size is larger than 2/ε.

3 QoMax-ETC

In this section, we propose QoMax-ETC, a simple
Explore-Then-Commit algorithm using QoMax esti-
mators. The algorithm is reported in Algorithm 2 and
works as follows. First, the learner selects a quantile q,
and given the time horizon T picks a batch size bT and
a sample size nT . Then, the exploration phase starts
where every arm is pulled NT = bT × nT times allo-
cated in bT batches of size nT . At the end of this step,
the learner computes a q-QoMax estimator from the
history of each arm using the different batches. Next
comes the exploitation phase where the algorithm pulls
the arm IT with the largest QoMax until time T .

Algorithm 2 QoMax-ETC
Input: K arms, horizon T , quantile q, number of

batches bT , number of samples per batch nT
for k = 1, . . . ,K do

Pull arm k, bT × nT times
Allocate the data in bT batches of size nT
Compute their QoMax, X̄q

k,nT ,bT
(Algorithm 1)

for t = K × nT × bT + 1, . . . , T do
Pull arm IT = argmaxkX̄

q
k,nT ,bT

We remark that an ETC algorithm has already been
proposed by Achab et al. (2017) for extreme bandits.
Their algorithm differs from ours by the choice of the
arm IT drawn in the exploitation phase: they build
an upper confidence bound on the maximum under
the assumption that the distributions are second-order
Pareto and select IT as the arm with largest upper
confidence bound. In contrast, QoMax-ETC does not
assume anything about the arms distributions.

We now analyze QoMax-ETC under a bandit model
ν = (ν1, . . . , νK) such that ν1 � νk for all k 6= 1.

Proposition 1 (Regret of QoMax-ETC). Let π be an
ETC policy sampling NT = nT × bT times each arm

during the exploration phase. If T ≥ KNT ,

RπT ≤ E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t

]
− E

[
max

t≤T−KNT
X1,t

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Exploration cost

+ P(IT 6= 1)E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cost of picking a wrong arm

.

We prove this result in Appendix B. This proposition
shows that the regret of the ETC algorithm can be
properly controlled by two factors (1) the probability
of picking a wrong arm for the exploitation phase, (2)
the gap between the growth rate of the maximum over
T or T −KNT observations of the dominant arm, that
we call "exploration cost" as it is fully determined by
the length of the exploration phase and the arms’ dis-
tributions. In the rest of the paper we will assume
that the distribution of the dominant arm satisfies the
following assumption.
Assumption 1. E [maxt≤T X1,t] = o(T ), and for any
γ < 1 if NT = o(T γ) then

E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t

]
− E

[
max

t≤T−KNT
X1,t

]
−−−−−→
T→+∞

0 .

This condition is satisfied for nearly all distributions
encountered in practice (e.g polynomial, exponential
or gaussian tails) as discussed in Appendix A, in which
we provide explicit upper bounds on the exploration
cost. We now state our main theoretical claim for
QoMax-ETC.
Theorem 2 (Vanishing regret of QoMax-ETC). Con-
sider a bandit ν = (ν1, . . . , νK) with ν1 � νk for k 6= 1.
Under Assumption 1, for any quantile q ∈ (0, 1) and
any sequence (bT , nT ) satisfying

bT
log(T )

→ +∞ and nT → +∞ ,

the regret of QoMax-ETC with parameters (q, bT , nT )
is vanishing in the strong sense. Furthermore, for
polynomial/exponential tails with positive tail gaps this
result also holds for bT = Ω(log T ).

Proof. From Theorem 1, there exists constants ck for
k ≥ 2 such that for T large enough (such that nT
becomes larger than nν1,νk,q), it holds that

P(IT 6= 1) ≤
K∑
k=2

P(X̄q
k,nT ,bT

> X̄q
1,nT ,bT

) ≤
K∑
k=2

e−ckbT

It follows that P(IT 6= 1) = o(T−1) if bT / log(T )→∞
and we conclude with Proposition 1 and Assumption 1.
For polynomial or exponential tails, as the above in-
equality holds for any value of ck, bT = Ω(log T ) is
sufficient to obtain P(IT 6= 1) = o(T−1).
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Even if Theorem 2 is stated in an asymptotic way,
we emphasize that its proof provides a finite-time up-
per bound on the probability of picking a wrong arm,
P(IT 6= 1), that is valid provided that T is larger than
some (problem-dependent) constant. In particular, T
needs to be large enough so that nT ≥ maxk 6=1 nν1,νk,q
where nν1,νk,q is the number of samples need in The-
orem 1 for the concentration of QoMax. This number
is not always large. For example if we have two Pareto
distributions with parameters λ1 = 1.5 and λ2 = 2,
nT = 3 is enough. Using our regret decomposition,
this result would lead to a finite-time upper bound on
the extremal regret for distributions for which a finite-
time bound on the exploration cost is available.

For satisfying the theoretical requirements while ob-
taining good empirical performance, we recommend
using bT = (log(T ))2 and nT = log(T ) when running
the algorithm. All the experiments reported in Sec-
tion 5 use these values. QoMax-ETC is computation-
ally appealing and has strong asymptotic guarantees.
However in practice we found that its performance can
vary significantly depending on the choices of bT and
nT , which should in particular use a reasonable guess
for the horizon T . For this reason, in the next section
we propose QoMax-SDA, which is still based on Qo-
Max comparisons but is anytime (i.e. independent on
T ) and requires less parameter tuning.

4 QoMax-SDA

In this section we present QoMax-SDA, an algorithm
using a subsampling mechanism based on LB-SDA
(Baudry et al., 2021). We detail the key principles
of the algorithm and propose a theoretical analysis.

4.1 Algorithm and Implementation

From a high level QoMax-SDA follows the structure
of the subsampling duelling algorithms introduced in
Baudry et al. (2020). The algorithm operates in
successive rounds composed of (1) the selection of a
leader, (2) the different duels between the leader and
the challengers and (3) a data collection phase. We
develop each of those steps in the sequel.

At the beginning of a round r, the learner has access
to the history of the different arms denoted X rk . For
the needs of the QoMax, the collected rewards for arm
k are gathered within bk(r) batches of equal size nk(r)
such that |X rk | = bk(r)nk(r). nk(r) is called the num-
ber of queries and corresponds to the number of times
the arm k has been selected by the learner at the end of
round r. The leader at round r, denoted by `(r), is the
arm that has been queried the most up to round r. The
K − 1 remaining arms are called challengers. In case

of equality, ties are broken according to any fixed rule
(e.g at random). Formally, `(r) = argmaxk≤K nk(r).

Once the leader is selected, K − 1 duels with the dif-
ferent challengers are performed. We denote Ar+1 the
set of arms that will be pulled at the end of round r.
An arm k is added to Ar+1 in two cases (1) if it wins
its duel or (2) if its number of queries is too small:
nk(r) ≤ f(r) for a fixed function f(r) representing the
sampling obligation. If no challenger is added to Ar+1

the leader is pulled. We now detail the duel procedure
that is reported in Algorithm 3. We assume that an
infinite stream of rewards is available for each arm, in
the form of an array with an infinite number of rows
and columns, so that we denote the rewards of arm
k by (Xk,n,b)n∈N,b∈N, where Xk,n,b corresponds to the
n-th sample of b-th batch from arm k. We further as-
sume that the number of batches available for an arm
k depends only on its number of queries nk(r) so that
bk(r) = dB(nk(r))e for some function B. The duel
is a comparison of the QoMax of the challenger using
its entire history and the QoMax of the leader on a
subsample of its history.

Algorithm 3 Duel (q-QoMax comparison)
Input: q, arm k, leader `, current history, batch count

and batch size: (Xm, bm, nm) for m ∈ {k, `}
QoMax computation:

1. Compute Ik = QoMax(q, bk, nk,Xk) (Alg. 1)

2. Collect the subsample Y` = (X`,i,j)i∈N ,j∈B ⊂
X` for N = [n` − nk + 1, n`] and B = [1, bk].

3. Compute I` = QoMax(q, bk, nk,Y`) (Alg. 1)

Return: argmaxm∈{k,`}Im

Our subsampling mechanism is inspired by LB-SDA
and works as follows. When comparing the leader `(r)
with a challenger k: (1) we only consider the rewards
collected from the nk(r) last queries of arm `(r) (as in
LB-SDA), and (2) we only keep the bk(r) first batches
for `(r). This way, the QoMax from the leader and
the challenger is computed using the same amount of
data. Taking the last queries introduces some diversity
in the subsamples encountered when ` is often pulled
(we refer to Baudry et al. (2021) for details) and using
the first batches allows for a reduction of the storage
need (see Implementation tricks).

We now detail the data collection procedure that is
used by QoMax-SDA and illustrated on Figure 1. If
we query arm k with parameters (Xk, nk, bk, B, `) at
round r, (1) we update existing batches: collect a (nk+
1)-st query for all existing batches (Xk,nk+1, b)b≤bk .
(2) Create new batches: while bk < B(nk + 1), collect
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the nk + 1 rewards (Xk,n,b)n≤nk+1,bk<b≤B(nk+1).

Combining all those elements gives QoMax-SDA re-
ported in Algorithm 4.

Add a batch
<latexit sha1_base64="S+DXgsZbEv0flUQu104W+NPFrOc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S+DXgsZbEv0flUQu104W+NPFrOc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S+DXgsZbEv0flUQu104W+NPFrOc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S+DXgsZbEv0flUQu104W+NPFrOc=">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</latexit>

while
<latexit sha1_base64="2+gkL8qtlHUquC7pKpSTCKiTHxg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2+gkL8qtlHUquC7pKpSTCKiTHxg=">AAAC13icjVLLSsNAFD3Gd31VXboJFsFVSUXQZUEQlxXsQ6yUJJ22QycPJhMflKIrcesPuNU/Ev9A/8I70whqEZ2Q5My595yZO3e8WPBEOc7rhDU5NT0zOzefW1hcWl7Jr67VkiiVPqv6kYhkw3MTJnjIqoorwRqxZG7gCVb3+gc6Xr9gMuFReKKuY3YeuN2Qd7jvKqJa+bWmYlcqjGTgisFljws2bOULTtExwx4HpQwUkI1KlH9BE21E8JEiAEMIRVjARULPGUpwEBN3jgFxkhA3cYYhcqRNKYtRhktsn75dmp1lbEhz7ZkYtU+rCHolKW1skSaiPElYr2abeGqcNfub98B46r1d09/LvAJiFXrE/qX7zPyvTtei0MG+qYFTTbFhdHV+5pKaU9E7t79UpcghJk7jNsUlYd8oP8/ZNprE1K7P1jXxN5OpWT33s9wU73qX1ODSz3aOg9pOsUT4eLdQPrwdtXoOG9jENvVzD2UcoYIqeV/hEU94tk6tG+vOuh+lWhPZ9VjHt2E9fAApbZgf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2+gkL8qtlHUquC7pKpSTCKiTHxg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2+gkL8qtlHUquC7pKpSTCKiTHxg=">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</latexit>

bk  B(nk(r) + 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="EHLU3wXmNG7/XssGt1AAP7lx0pE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EHLU3wXmNG7/XssGt1AAP7lx0pE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EHLU3wXmNG7/XssGt1AAP7lx0pE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EHLU3wXmNG7/XssGt1AAP7lx0pE=">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</latexit>

n
<latexit sha1_base64="UT4LkLkdlD/a7+RF2Kh2sP6z2UI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UT4LkLkdlD/a7+RF2Kh2sP6z2UI=">AAACxHicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFkQRHct2AfUIsl0WodOk5BMhFL0B9zqt4l/oH/hnXEKahGdkOTMufecmXtvmEiRKc97LTgLi0vLK8XV0tr6xuZWeXunlcV5yniTxTJOO2GQcSki3lRCSd5JUh6MQ8nb4ehMx9t3PM1EHF2pScJ742AYiYFggSKqEd2UK17VM8udB74FFdhVj8svuEYfMRhyjMERQRGWCJDR04UPDwlxPUyJSwkJE+e4R4m0OWVxygiIHdF3SLuuZSPaa8/MqBmdIulNSenigDQx5aWE9WmuiefGWbO/eU+Np77bhP6h9RoTq3BL7F+6WeZ/dboWhQFOTQ2CakoMo6tj1iU3XdE3d79UpcghIU7jPsVTwswoZ312jSYzteveBib+ZjI1q/fM5uZ417ekAfs/xzkPWkdVn3DjuFK7tKMuYg/7OKR5nqCGC9TRNN6PeMKzc+5IJ3Pyz1SnYDW7+Lachw9VeY96</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UT4LkLkdlD/a7+RF2Kh2sP6z2UI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UT4LkLkdlD/a7+RF2Kh2sP6z2UI=">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</latexit>

nk(r)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ere+msEynYVlWgyMSOO8Ws/Ropg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ere+msEynYVlWgyMSOO8Ws/Ropg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ere+msEynYVlWgyMSOO8Ws/Ropg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ere+msEynYVlWgyMSOO8Ws/Ropg=">AAACyXicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkWom5KIoMuCG8VNBfuAWkoyndbYvJxMxFpc+QNu9cfEP9C/8M6YglpEJyQ5c+49Z+be68a+l0jLes0ZM7Nz8wv5xcLS8srqWnF9o5FEqWC8ziI/Ei3XSbjvhbwuPenzViy4E7g+b7rDIxVv3nCReFF4Lkcx7wTOIPT6HnMkUY2wOyyL3W6xZFUsvcxpYGeghGzVouILLtBDBIYUAThCSMI+HCT0tGHDQkxcB2PiBCFPxznuUSBtSlmcMhxih/Qd0K6dsSHtlWei1YxO8ekVpDSxQ5qI8gRhdZqp46l2Vuxv3mPtqe42or+beQXESlwS+5dukvlfnapFoo9DXYNHNcWaUdWxzCXVXVE3N79UJckhJk7hHsUFYaaVkz6bWpPo2lVvHR1/05mKVXuW5aZ4V7ekAds/xzkNGnsVm/DZfql6ko06jy1so0zzPEAVx6ihTt5XeMQTno1T49q4Ne4+U41cptnEt2U8fADHDpE5</latexit>

bk(r)
<latexit sha1_base64="npkOwKZu54yBM5o9jdHSwpWh50c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="npkOwKZu54yBM5o9jdHSwpWh50c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="npkOwKZu54yBM5o9jdHSwpWh50c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="npkOwKZu54yBM5o9jdHSwpWh50c=">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</latexit> b

<latexit sha1_base64="3kCDwNz+le/DSi4UlAhPEbHMz4E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3kCDwNz+le/DSi4UlAhPEbHMz4E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3kCDwNz+le/DSi4UlAhPEbHMz4E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3kCDwNz+le/DSi4UlAhPEbHMz4E=">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</latexit>

(nk(r) + 1)-st query
<latexit sha1_base64="SP1SDK9SC2OsBxkrGz7cMss4rw4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SP1SDK9SC2OsBxkrGz7cMss4rw4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SP1SDK9SC2OsBxkrGz7cMss4rw4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SP1SDK9SC2OsBxkrGz7cMss4rw4=">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</latexit>

X r
k

<latexit sha1_base64="WXXPt4R060tyxm+ZNB64z1pP4GY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WXXPt4R060tyxm+ZNB64z1pP4GY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WXXPt4R060tyxm+ZNB64z1pP4GY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WXXPt4R060tyxm+ZNB64z1pP4GY=">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</latexit>

Figure 1: Illustration of the CollectData procedure at
round r for a challenger k ∈ Ar+1.

Algorithm 4 QoMax-SDA
Input: K arms, quantile level q
exploration function f , batch function B
Initialization: r ← 0
∀k ∈ {1, ...,K}: nk ← 0, bk ← 0, Xk ←emptyarray2d
for r ≥ 1 do

r ← r + 1, A ← {}, `← leader(nk,Xk)
if r = 1 then
A ← {1, . . . ,K} (Draw each arm once)

else
for k 6= ` ∈ {1, ...,K} do

if nk < f(r) or Duel(k, `) = k then
A ← A∪ {k}

if |A| = 0 then
A ← {l}

for k ∈ A do
CollectData(Xk, nk, bk, B, `) , update Xk, bk
nk ← nk + 1

Implementation tricks Our algorithm can enjoy
a significant reduction of storage with two different
tricks. (1) An efficient storing of the maxima: for
arm k in the batch b every time a new sample x is
collected, all stored values smaller than x (if any) are
deleted. The new sample x and the round where x was
received are then stored. (2) An efficient CollectData
procedure. We could use the same procedure for all the
arms and obtain a number of batch for the leader that
scales as nγ . If the algorithm ends up pulling an arm
most of the time (which is expected), this will create
new batches for the leader that are never used in the
duels because with our subsampling mechanism, only
the first bk batches are used when the leader competes

with arm k. Instead, the CollectData procedure is
only applied to the challengers (see Algorithm 6) and a
batch is added to the leader only when it has to match
the number of batches of the second most pulled arm.
Those tricks are detailed in Appendix D.1.

Note that a sampling obligation, through the explo-
ration function f (independent on T ), is necessary un-
der general assumptions as in all existing algorithms.

4.2 Extreme Regret Analysis

We now provide an analysis of QoMax-SDA under the
same assumption as before: ν1 � νk for all k 6= 1. Let
Nk(t) denote the number of pulls of arm k at time t.
We start with a generic regret decomposition.
Proposition 2 (Regret decomposition with a low
probability event). Define the event

ξT := {N1(T ) ≤ T −KMT } ,
where (MT )T∈N is a fixed sequence. Then, for T ≥
KMT , for any constant xT ∈ R, it holds that,

RπT ≤ E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t

]
− E

[
max

t≤T−KMT

X1,t

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Exploration cost

+ xTP(ξT ) + E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t1

(
max
t≤T

X1,t ≥ xT
)]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cost incurred by ξT

.

The proof of this result follows the analysis from Car-
pentier and Valko (2014) and is given in Appendix C,
which contains the proofs of all results from this sec-
tion. The “cost incurred by ξT ” features two terms.
Interestingly, only the first term depends on the algo-
rithm. We upper bound it below.
Lemma 3 (Upper bound on P(ξT )). For any q ∈
(0, 1), any MT and any γ > 0, under QoMax-SDA
with parameters B(n) = nγ and f(r) = (log r)

1
γ ,

P(ξT ) = O
(

(log T )
1
γM

− 1
1+γ

T

)
.

Moreover, for all k 6= 1, E[nk(T )] = O((log T )1/γ).

Sketch of proof. We first prove that P(ξT ) is upper
bounded by

∑K
k=2 P(Nk(T ) ≥ MT ). Using that

Nk(T ) = bk(T ) × nk(T ) = nk(T )1+γ and Markov in-
equality we obtain

P(ξT ) ≤M−
1

1+γ

T

K∑
k=2

E[nk(T )] .

It remains to study the expected number of queries
of sub-optimal arms k ≥ 2. This can be done follow-
ing the outline of Baudry et al. (2021) and using the
deviation inequalities from Theorem 1.
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The second term in the “cost incurred by ξT ” only de-
pends on the distribution of the optimal arm and can
be further upper bounded assuming exponential and
polynomial tails, leading to the following result.

Theorem 3 (Upper bound on the regret of Qo-
Max-SDA). For any quantile q, any γ > 0, defining
the parameters of QoMax-SDA as B(n) = nγ and
f(r) = (log r)

1
γ . The regret of QoMax-SDA is (1)

vanishing in the strong sense for exponential tails (2)
vanishing in the weak sense for polynomial tails.

Sketch of proof. For parametric tails, we can calcu-
late the growth rate of E[maxt≤T X1,t] with respect
to T . This permits to tune the values of MT and xT
to properly balance the terms in the regret decompo-
sition. The difference in the convergence for (1) and
(2) comes from the fact that the exploration cost scales
logarithmically with the time horizon when using ex-
ponential tails, whereas the dependency is polynomial
with polynomial tails.

We note that there is no hope to upper bound the
last term in our current regret decomposition assum-
ing only that arm 1 dominates the others, so we could
not establish vanishing regret for QoMax-SDA under
this assumption. As can be seen in the proof of Propo-
sition 2, the “cost incurred by ξT ” is actually an upper
bound on E [1(ξT ) maxt≤T X1,t]. If this term were up-
per bounded by P(ξT )E [maxt≤T X1,t]

1, we would get
a regret decomposition closer to that in Proposition 2,
leading to a strongly vanishing regret for QoMax-SDA
using Lemma 3. Even if we were not able to prove
this, we note that (1) QoMax-SDA achieves state-of-
the-art performance for exponential and polynomial
tails (2) Lemma 3 provides a strong indicator of the
good performance of QoMax-SDA under more general
assumptions, as it shows that the algorithm queries
each sub-optimal arm O((log T )

1
γ ) times.

We now turn our attention to the practical benefits of
using our QoMax-based algorithms.

5 PRACTICAL PERFORMANCE

In all of our experiments, we compare QoMax-SDA
and QoMax-ETC with ThresholdAscent (Streeter and
Smith, 2006b), ExtremeHunter (Carpentier and Valko,
2014), ExtremeETC (Achab et al., 2017) and Max-
Median (Bhatt et al., 2021). We use the parameters
suggested in the original papers (see Appendix D for
details and remarks on the tuning). Namely, b = 1

1This is intuitively true as under ξT , arm 1 underper-
forms, hence 1(ξT ) and X+

1,T are expected to be negatively
correlated

for ExtremeHunter/ETC, s = 100, δ = 0.1 for Thresh-
oldAscent, εt = (t+1)−1 for MaxMedian. For QoMax-
ETC, we use bT = (log T )2 batches of nT = log T sam-
ples. This matches the size of the exploration phase
of ExtremeETC and allows for a fair comparison. For
QoMax-SDA, we choose γ = 2/3, which seems to work
well across all examples. All the results presented in
this section are obtained with these values.

5.1 Time and Memory Complexity

We summarize in Table 1 the storage and computa-
tional time required by the different adaptive and ETC
algorithms that we consider, with the aforementioned
parameters. The smallest values in each category are
colored in blue. We do not include ThresholdAscent in
the table because the comparison is unfair, as it uses a
fixed number of data but is not theoretically grounded.
We refer the reader to Bhatt et al. (2021) for the com-
plexities of the baselines, and we give a few insights
on how we obtained the results for QoMax algorithms
(details can be found in Appendix D.2).

For QoMax-ETC, the memory needed is KbT and the
time complexity is in O(max(nT bT , bT log bT )) due
to the collection phase and the quantile computation.
Plugging the values of bT and nT gives the result. The
time complexity of QoMax-SDA is in O(KT log T ) as
its main cost consists in sorting data online, just like
MaxMedian. The storage of QoMax-SDA is obtained
thanks to the two tricks: one allows to keep O(log T )
batches, the other O(log T ) samples per batch for the
leader. On the contrary, the complexity for the chal-
lengers remains in O(log T log log T ), therefore the de-
pendency in K only appears as a second order term.

Table 1: Average time and storage complexities of Ex-
treme Bandit algorithms for a time horizon T .

Algorithm Memory Time

Extreme Hunter T O(T 2)

MaxMedian T O(KT log T )

QoMax-SDA O((log T )2) O(KT log T )

Extreme ETC O
(
K(log T )3

)
O

(
K(log T )6

)
QoMax-ETC O(K(log T )2) O(K(log T )3)

QoMax-SDA offers an exponential reduction of the
storage cost compared to ExtremeHunter and MaxMe-
dian, while being as computationally efficient as Max-
Median. On the other hand, choosing the same length
for the exploration phase of the two ETC leads to a
significantly smaller time complexity for QoMax-ETC.
Hence, both QoMax-SDA and QoMax-ETC present a
substantial improvement over their counterparts.
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5.2 Empirical Performance

We compare the empirical performance of the QoMax
algorithms with the different competitors on synthetic
data. We reproduced 6 experiments from previous
works2: all experiments from Bhatt et al. (2021) (Ex-
periments 1-4 for us), and the experiments 1 and 2
from Carpentier and Valko (2014) (5-6 here). We also
implement new experiments with other families of dis-
tributions to highlight the generality of our approach.
Due to space limitation, we present in this section (1)
our methodology for evaluating Extreme Bandits al-
gorithms, and (2) the results for the experiment 1 of
Bhatt et al. (2021), as it illustrates well our findings
across all the settings we tested. We analyze the re-
sults for the other experiments in Appendix D.

Empirical evaluation We consider 4 performance
criteria: (I) an empirical evaluation of the extreme
regret, (II) the fraction of pulls of the optimal arm,
(III) the empirical distribution of the number of pulls
of the optimal arm and (IV) the empirical distribution
of the maximal reward, estimated over N = 104 inde-
pendent trajectories for different values of the horizon
T . Most works report only (I), and (II) was first pro-
posed by Bhatt et al. (2021). Our analysis shows that
the extreme regret of a strategy is closely related to its
capacity to sample the optimal arm T −o(T ) times, so
we think that (II) is indeed a good performance indi-
cator. Criterion (III) completes it by displaying the
following quantiles of the empirical distribution of best
arm pulls: q ∈ [1%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, 99%].
Regarding (I), we note that estimating the expecta-
tion E[maxt≤T XIt,t] featured in the extreme regret
is very hard, and that approximations of E[X+

1,T ] :=
E[maxt≤T X1,t] are known only for a few families.
Standard Monte-Carlo estimators will have a very
large variance due to the heavy tails of the distribu-
tions (see illustrations in Appendix D). Hence, we pro-
pose the following estimation strategy when a tight
approximation of E[X+

1,T ] is known. We first find
q̃ = q̃ν1,T such that E[X+

1,T ] is equal to the quantile
of order q̃ν1,T of ν+

1,T . We then compute the empirical
quantile of order q̃ of the collected rewards, denoted
by X̂T (q), as an estimator of their expected maximum.
This allows to compute what we call Proxy Empirical

Regret (PER), Rproxy
T =

E[X+
1,T ]−X̂T (q)

E[X+
1,T ]

, where the nor-

malization facilitates the check of a weakly vanishing
regret. We are able to compute (I) for experiments
1-6. When (I) is not available we recommend looking
at (IV) with the same quantiles as for (III).

2Our code is available here

Experiment 1 We consider K = 5 Pareto distribu-
tions with parameters [1.1, 1.3, 1.9, 2.1, 2.3]. We chose
this experiment because it enters in the theoretical
guarantees of most baselines. The QoMax-based algo-
rithms outperform their competitors in this problem,
both in terms of (I) and (II) (see Figure 2). QoMax-
SDA learns faster, but at horizon T = 5×104 the ETC
are close. The quantile q = 0.5 performs (very) slightly
better than q = 0.9. Strikingly, QoMax algorithms
surpass the two baselines designed for this paramet-
ric setting (ExtremeHunter, ExtremeETC). We also
observe that the performance of ThresholdAscent and
MaxMedian stops improving early, even if MaxMedian
is competitive for T ≤ 104. To understand this phe-
nomenon, we look at (III) (Table 3 in Appendix D).
Surprisingly, for at least 25% of the trajectories Max-
Median ended up playing the optimal arm less than 35
times over 5× 104 pulls3. On the other hand, QoMax-
SDA (q = 0.5) selects the optimal arm at least 2× 104

times for 99% of them. It also obtains much higher
statistics on the empirical distribution of the maxima
(see Table 4 in Appendix D, criterion (IV)).

Other Experiments The benefits of QoMax are
also clear from experiments 2 to 5: we verify that
they work well for Exponential (experiment 3), Gaus-
sian tails (experiment 4), as well as for other Pareto
examples (experiments 2 and 5) including one where
the tail gap is 0 (experiment 2). The impact of the
number of arms is discussed, showing that for reason-
able time horizons QoMax-SDA should be preferred
over QoMax-ETC (experiment 4). Experiment 6 al-
lows to discuss the limits of QoMax in a difficult sce-
nario, in which the 2nd-order Pareto assumption al-
lows ExtremeHunter and ExtremeETC to outperform
all other algorithms. In this example, setting q = 0.9
has a benefit as well as enforcing the sample obliga-
tion. Finally, in additional experiments we consider
different families of heavy-tail distributions stressing
out the generality of the dominance assumption under
which QoMax algorithms are efficient.

Conclusion Overall, QoMax-based algorithms seem
to be solid choices for the practitioner, as demon-
strated in a variety of examples. Their strong theo-
retical guarantees and implementation tricks reducing
the time and space complexities make them an efficient
solution for the Extreme Bandits problem.

3Furthermore, we discuss in Appendix C a potential
issue in the analysis of MaxMedian

https://github.com/ExtremeBandits/ExtremeBandits_submission
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Figure 2: Proxy Empirical Regret (I) and Percentage of best arm pulls (II) averaged over 104 independent
trajectories for T ∈ {103, 2.5× 103, 5× 103, 7.5× 103, 9× 10, 104, 1.5× 104, 2× 104, 3× 104, 5× 104}.
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Supplementary Material:
Efficient Algorithms for Extreme Bandits

A PROPERTIES OF MAXIMA

We first recall the notation from Section 2. We consider i.i.d. samples (X1,i) and (X2,i) from two distributions
ν1 and ν2 and denote by X+

1,i and X
+
2,i their maxima. Our goal is to upper bound

max
{
P
(
X+

1,n ≤ xn
)
,P
(
X+

2,n ≥ xn
)}

for a well chosen sequence (xn) under exponential and polynomial tails (Lemma 1) and under the weaker as-
sumption that ν1 � ν2 (Lemma 2). In both cases, we start by writing

P
(
X+

1,n ≤ xn
)

= (1−G1(xn))n ≤ exp(−nG1(xn)) (4)

P
(
X+

2,n ≥ xn
)
≤

n∑
i=1

P(X2,i ≥ xn) = nG2(xn), (5)

where G1 and G2 are the survival functions of ν1 and ν2 respectively.

A.1 Proof of Lemma 1

Lemma 1 (Comparison of Maxima). Assume that both ν1 and ν2 have either polynomial or exponential tails,
with respective second parameter λ1 and λ2, with λ1 < λ2 (so that ν1 � ν2). Define δ = λ2

λ1
− 1 > 0, then there

exists a sequence (xn) such that

max{P(X+
1,n ≤ xn),P(X+

2,n ≥ xn)} = O
(

(log n)δ+1

nδ

)
.

Proof. The key of the proof is to consider xn "slightly" below G−1
1 (1/n). Consider the exponential tails first, for

which G1(x) ∼ C1 exp(−λ1x) and G2(x) ∼ C2 exp(−λ2x), for some (C1, λ1) and (C2, λ) with λ1 < λ2. Hence,
for any ε > 0 it holds that for x large enough, G1(x) ≥ (1− ε)C1 exp(−λ1x) and G2(x) ≤ C2(1 + ε) exp(−λ2x).
So, we prove without loss of generality the result by continuing the proof as if the survival functions were exactly
equal to their equivalents, as we don’t assume anything on C1 and C2.

We let δ = λ2

λ1
− 1 and choose

xn =
1

λ1
(log n+ log(C1)− log(δ log n)) .

We now simply compute G1(xn) and G2(xn). First,

G1(xn) = C1 exp(−(log n+ logC1 − log(δ log n))

=
δ(log n)

n
.

Then,

G2(xn) = C2 exp

(
−λ2

λ1
(log n+ logC1 − log(δ log n)

)
=

1

n
λ2
λ1

× (δ log n)
λ2
λ1 × C2

C
λ2
λ1
1
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So finally, using Equation (4) and (5) we obtain

P
(
Y +
n ≥ xn

)
= O

(
(log n)δ+1

nδ

)
and P

(
X+
n ≤ xn

)
≤ 1

nδ
,

which gives the result.

Now we consider polynomial tails, for which G1(x) = C1x
−λ1 and G2(x) = C2x

−λ2 for x large enough. This
time we define the sequence

xn = (C1n)
1
λ1 × (δ log n)−

1
λ1 ,

with δ = λ2

λ1
−1, as above. We obtain exp(−nG1(xn)) = n−δ, and nG2(xn) = O

(
(logn)δ+1

nδ

)
, giving the result.

A.2 Proof of Lemma 2

Lemma 2. Assume that ν1 � ν2. Then, for any q ∈ (0, 1) there exists nν1,ν2,q ∈ N, a sequence xn and some
ε > 0 such that for all n ≥ nν1,ν2,q and b large enough,

P(X+
1,n ≤ xn) ≤ q − ε , and P(X+

2,n ≤ xn) ≥ q + ε .

Proof. Let q ∈ (0, 1). We define the sequence (xn) by

G1(xn) = 1− q 1
n ,

so that P(X+
1,n ≤ xn) = q.

As ν1 � ν2, there exists a constant C > 1 such that G1(x) ≥ CG2(x) for x large enough. Hence, as xn → +∞
it holds that G1(xn) > CG2(xn) for n large enough.

For such large enough n we have

P(X+
2,n ≤ xn) = (1−G2(xn))n

≥ (1− 1

C
G1(xn))n

=

(
1− 1

C

(
1− q 1

n

))n
.

Now we can consider the asymptotic behavior of this quantity, using first that 1 − q 1
n ∼ − log q

n , and deducing
that

lim
n→∞

(
1− 1

C

(
1− q 1

n

))n
= q

1
C .

Hence, for any ε0 > 0 when n is large enough we have for this specific choice of xn

P(X+
n,1 ≤ xn) = q and P(X+

2,n ≥ xn) < 1− q 1
C + ε0 .

It is clear from this point that if we change a bit xn in order to have P(X+
n,1 ≤ xn) ≤ q− ε, for some ε > 0, then

P(X+
2,n ≥ xn) ≤ 1−(q−ε) 1

C +ε holds for n large enough. Taking ε small enough to obtain 1−(q−ε) 1
C +ε < 1−q−ε

concludes the proof.

A.3 Lower Bound

A natural question is whether the rate obtained in Lemma 1 can be improved, and if it is really impossible to
achieve an exponentially decreasing probability as for the comparison of empirical means. We show that this is
not the case even under semi-parametric assumptions with the following result.
Lemma 4 (Lower bound). Assume that both ν1 and ν2 have either polynomial or exponential tails, with respective
second parameter λ1 and λ2, with λ1 < λ2 (so that ν1 � ν2).

P
(
X+

1,n ≤ X+
2,n

)
= Ω

(
n−

λ2
λ1

)
.
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Proof. Letting fk and Fk be the pdf and cdf of the distribution νk for k ∈ {1, 2}. We lower bound the probability
of interest as follows:

P(X+
1,n ≤ X+

2,n) ≥ P(X2,1 ≥ max
1≤i≤n

X1,i)

= EX∼ν2 [F1(X)n] =

∫
R
f2(x)F1(x)ndx

≥
∫ +∞

mn

f2(x)F1(x)ndx ≥ F1(mn)nG2(mn) ,

for any choice of mn. If we choose mn = F−1
1 (1− 1

n ), we have for exponential tails mn = 1
λ1

(logC1 + log n). If
we plug this into G2 we obtain a lower bound in e−1 C2

C
λ2/λ1
1

1

n
λ2
λ1

. The same can be done for polynomial tails.

A.4 Maxima of (semi)-parametric distributions

We first introduce a few notation to ease the presentation. In this section, we let (Xi)i∈N be an i.i.d. sequence
from the distribution ν1 whose survival function is denoted by G1. For any integers n,m with n < m, we let
X+
n:m = maxi∈{n,...,m}Xi and use the shorthand X+

n = X+
1:n.

We first recall known results about the rate of growth of the expected maximum for distributions that have
exponential or polynomial tails.
Proposition 3. If ν1 has an exponential tail with parameters C1 and λ1, it holds that

E
[
X+
T

]
∼

T→∞

1

λ1
log(T )

If ν1 has a polynomial tail with parameters C1 and λ1 > 1, it holds that

E
[
X+
T

]
∼

T→∞
T

1
λ1 C

1
λ1
1 Γ

(
1− 1

λ1

)
Proof. For exponential tails, we refer the reader to Appendix A.1 of Bhatt et al. (2021). For polynomial tails,
we can use Theorem 1 of Carpentier and Valko (2014) which applies to second-order Pareto distributions, and
in particular Pareto distributions, for which G(x) = C

xλ
for x large enough, with exact equality. To handle our

semi-parametric assumption, we first note that for all B,

E
[
X+
T

]
= E

[
X+
T 1
(
X+
T ≤M

)]
+ E

[
X+
T 1
(
X+
T > M

)]
= E

[
X+
T 1
(
X+
T ≤M

)]
+

∫ ∞
M

(
1− (1−G1(x))T

)
dx

The first terms tends to zero when T goes to infinity for any distribution that has an unbounded support, so if
GC,λ(x) = C

xλ
is the survival function of an exact Pareto distribution, it follows that for all M > 0∫ ∞

M

(
1− (1−GC,λ(x))T

)
dx ∼ T 1

λ1 C
1
λ
1 Γ

(
1− 1

λ

)
.

Now assume that G1(x) ∼ C1x
−λ1 when x tends to infinity. For all ε > 0 there exists M > 0 such that for

x > M ,

(1− ε) C
xλ
≤ G1(x) ≤ (1 + ε)

C

xλ

and

E
[
X+
T

]
≤ E

[
X+
T 1
(
X+
T ≤M

)]
+

∫ ∞
M

(
1− (1−G(1+ε)C1,λ1

(x))T
)
dx ∼ T 1

λ1 ((1 + ε)C1)
1
λ1 Γ

(
1− 1

λ1

)
E
[
X+
T

]
≥ E

[
X+
T 1
(
X+
T ≤M

)]
+

∫ ∞
M

(
1− (1−G(1−ε)C1,λ1

(x))T
)
dx ∼ T 1

λ1 ((1− ε)C1)
1
λ1 Γ

(
1− 1

λ1

)
,

which permits to conclude the proof.
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We now recall Assumption 1, under which we analyse QoMax-ETC and QoMax-SDA.

Assumption 1. E [maxt≤T X1,t] = o(T ), and for any γ < 1 if NT = o(T γ) then

E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t

]
− E

[
max

t≤T−KNT
X1,t

]
−−−−−→
T→+∞

0 .

In order find a sufficient condition for Assumption 1 to be satisfied, for any constant U > 0 we write

E[X+
T ]− E[X+

T−NT ] = E
[
X+
T−NT+1:T1

(
X+
T = X+

T−NT+1:T

)]
≤ E

[
X+
T−NT+1:T1

(
X+
T = X+

T−NT+1:T

)
1
(
X+
T−NT+1:T ≤ B

)]
+ E

[
X+
T−NT+1:T1

(
X+
T−NT+1:T > B

)]
≤ BP

(
X+
T = X+

T−NT+1:T

)
+

∫ ∞
B

P
(
X+
T−NT+1:T > x

)
dx

= B
NT
T

+

∫ ∞
B

P
(
X+
NT

> x
)
dx

≤ BNT
T

+NT

∫ ∞
B

P(X1 > x)dx

≤ NT
(
B

T
+

∫ ∞
B

G1(x)dx

)
.

where we have used the fact that that maximum has the same probability to be attained in each batch of size
NT and the union bound P

(
X+
NT

> x
)
≤∑NT

i=1 P(Xi > x).

To prove that Assumption 1 is satisfied for exponential and polynomial tails, in each case we exhibit a value of
B such that the resulting upper bound tends to 0.

Exponential tails In that case G1(x) = O
(
C1e

−λ1x
)
and there exists a constant C > 0 such that

E[X+
T ]− E[X+

T−NT ] ≤ NT
(
B

T
+ C

∫ ∞
B

e−λ1xdx

)
= NT

(
B

T
+
C

λ1
e−λ1B

)
.

If there exists γ ∈ (0, 1) such that NT = o(T γ), choosing B = log(T )
λ1

yields limT→∞ E[X+
T ]− E[X+

T−NT ] = 0.

Polynomial tails In that case G1(x) = O
(
C1x

−λ1
)
for λ1 > 1 and there exists a constant C > 0 such that

E[X+
T ]− E[X+

T−NT ] ≤ NT
(
B

T
+ C

∫ ∞
B

1

xλ1
dx

)
= NT

(
B

T
+
C

λ1
B1−λ1

)
Choosing B = T 1/λ1 yields

E[X+
T ]− E[X+

T−NT ] ≤
(

1 +
C

λ1

)
NT

T 1− 1
λ1

If for all γ ∈ (0, 1), NT = o(T γ) then in particular NT = o(T 1− 1
λ1 ) and limT→∞ E[X+

T ]− E[X+
T−NT ] = 0.
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B PROOFS OF SECTION 3 (ETC)

Proposition 1 (Regret of QoMax-ETC). Let π be an ETC policy sampling NT = nT × bT times each arm
during the exploration phase. If T ≥ KNT ,

RπT ≤ E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t

]
− E

[
max

t≤T−KNT
X1,t

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Exploration cost

+ P(IT 6= 1)E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cost of picking a wrong arm

.

Proof. We recall that NT = bT × nT is the number of pulls of each arm during the exploration phase of the
ETC algorithm (see Algorithm 2) and that Xk,t corresponds to the observation of arm k at time t (if any). The
ETC simplifies a lot the study of the extremal regret, as we can separate the explore and commit phase in the
analysis. First, an exact decomposition of the expected value of the policy is

E
[
max
t≤T

XIt,t

]
= E

[
max

{
max
k

max
t≤KNT

Xk,t, max
t=[KNT+1,T ]

XIT ,t

}]
.

We obtain the lower bound by simply ignoring the exploration phase.

E
[
max
t≤T

XIt,t

]
≥ E

[
max

t=[KNT+1,T ]
XIt,t

]
= E

[
max

t=[KNT+1,T ]
XIT ,t

]
= E

[
max

t=[KNT+1,T ]
XIT ,t

K∑
k=1

1(IT = k)

]

=

K∑
k=1

E
[

max
t=[KNT+1,T ]

XIT ,t1(IT = k)

]

=

K∑
k=1

P(IT = k)E
[

max
t=[KNT+1,T ]

Xk,t

]
≥ P(IT = 1)E

[
max

t=[1,T−KNT ]
X1,t

]
= (1− P(IT 6= 1))E

[
max

t=[1,T−KNT ]
X1,t

]
≥ E

[
max

t≤T−KNT
X1,t

]
− P(IT 6= 1)E

[
max
t≤T

X1,t

]
.

The fourth equality holds because the fact that arm k is chosen by the algorithm after the exploration phase
is independent of the rewards that are available for arm k in the exploitation phase. We also used that as the
distributions are supported on R the expectation of their maximum is positive for T large enough. This concludes
the proof.
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C PROOFS OF SECTION 4 (SDA)

C.1 Proof of Proposition 2

Proposition 2 (Regret decomposition with a low probability event). Define the event

ξT := {N1(T ) ≤ T −KMT } ,

where (MT )T∈N is a fixed sequence. Then, for T ≥ KMT , for any constant xT ∈ R, it holds that,

RπT ≤ E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t

]
− E

[
max

t≤T−KMT

X1,t

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Exploration cost

+ xTP(ξT ) + E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t1

(
max
t≤T

X1,t ≥ xT
)]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cost incurred by ξT

.

Proof. We recall that Nk(t) denotes the number of pulls of arm k at time t.

E
[
max
t≤T

XIt,t

]
≥ E

[
max

n≤N1(T )
X1,n

]
(keeping observations from a single arm)

≥ E
[

max
t≤N1(T )

X1,t1(ξcT )

]
≥ E

[
max

t≤T−KMT

X1,t1(ξcT )

]
= E

[
max

t≤T−KMT

X1,t

]
− E

[
max

t≤T−KMT

X1,t1(ξT )

]
≥ E

[
max

t≤T−KMT

X1,t

]
− E

[
max
t≤T

X1,t1(ξT )

]
.

At this step the decomposition is very similar to the one of the ETC proof. However, this time the event ξT is
not independent on the maximum on the available rewards so we need to control the expectation more precisely.
We use the notation X+

T = maxt≤T X1,t for simplicity, and then consider a constant xT ∈ R and write

E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t1(ξT )

]
= E[X+

T 1(ξT )] ≤ E[X+
T 1(ξT )1(X+

T ≤ xT )] + E[X+
T 1(ξT )1(X+

T ≥ xT )]

≤ xTP(ξT ) + E[X+
T 1(X+

T ≥ xT )] .

This concludes the proof.

Before going further with this result, we can make a few remarks.

Remark 3 (Comparison with the regret bound for ETC strategies). The expression we obtain can be compared
with the result for the ETC strategies. The first part (exploration cost) is similar, with MT as the total num-
ber of samples collected during the exploration phase. The second term is more complicated as we simply had
P(ξT )E[maxt≤T X1,t] for the ETC strategy. We now require this decomposition because the event ξT is correlated
with all rewards from arm 1. However, the upper bound P(ξT )E[maxt≤T X1,t] should hold because intuitively ξT
and the maximum should be negatively correlated, as ξT corresponds to arm 1 under-performing. This seems
however very intricate to prove.
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C.2 Proof of Lemma 3

Lemma 3 (Upper bound on P(ξT )). For any q ∈ (0, 1), any MT and any γ > 0, under QoMax-SDA with
parameters B(n) = nγ and f(r) = (log r)

1
γ ,

P(ξT ) = O
(

(log T )
1
γM

− 1
1+γ

T

)
.

Moreover, for all k 6= 1, E[nk(T )] = O((log T )1/γ).

Proof. We recall ξT := {N1(T ) ≤ T −KMT }. First, using
∑K
k=1Nk(T ) = T , we remark that

P(N1(T ) ≤ T −KMT ) ≤ P(∃k ≥ 2, Nk(T ) ≥MT ) ≤
K∑
k=2

P(Nk(T ) ≥MT ) ,

We denote by rT the index of the round for which the number of observations equals or exceeds T . As at least
one observation is collected at the end of the round it holds that rT ≤ T . Hence, we can obtain

P(N1(T ) ≤ T −KMT ) ≤
K∑
k=2

P(nk(rT )bk(rT ) ≥MT ) ≤
K∑
k=2

P(nk(T )bk(T ) ≥MT ) .

Using bk(T ) = nk(T )γ and Markov inequality gives

P(N1(T ) ≤ T −KMT ) ≤
K∑
k=2

P(nk(T )1+γ ≥MT ) ≤
K∑
k=2

P(nk(T ) ≥M
1

1+γ

T ) ≤
K∑
k=2

E[nk(T )]

M
1

1+γ

T

.

For all k ≥ 2, Lemma 5 (proved in Section C.3) shows that E[nk(T )] = O
(

(log T )
1
γ

)
, with the tuning we choose

for the algorithm. This concludes the proof.

C.3 Proof of Lemma 5

The remaining part consists in upper bounding the expectation of the number of queries of each suboptimal arm
for T rounds of QoMax-SDA, for which we will apply techniques similar to the proof of LB-SDA (see Baudry
et al. (2021)).

Lemma 5. Under QoMax-SDA with parameters B(n) = nγ and f(r) = (log r)
1
γ , for all k ≥ 2, there exists a

constant Ck such that the number of pulls of arm k at time T satisfies

E[nk(T )] ≤ Ck (log(T ))
1
γ +O(1) .

Proof. In the proof, we denote the q-QoMAx from arm k using the samples between the sample n1 and the
sample n2, X̄

q
k,n1:n2

and the q-QoMax from arm k using the first n samples by X̄q
k,n. Note that we omit the

dependency in the batch size b because this one is implicit through B(n) = nγ .
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(1) A first decomposition. We start with a decomposition similar to the one proposed for LB-SDA, which
is that for any function n0(T ) we have

E[nk(T )] = E

[
T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1)

]
= E

[
T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1, `(r) = 1)

]
+ E

[
T−1∑
r=1

1(k ∈ Ar+1, `(r) 6= 1)

]

≤ E

[
T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1, `(r) = 1, nk(r) ≤ n0(T ))

]
+ E

[
T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1, `(r) = 1, nk(r) ≥ n0(T ))

]

+ E

[
T−1∑
r=1

1(`(r) 6= 1)

]

≤ n0(T ) + E


T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1, `(r) = 1, nk(r) ≥ n0(T )︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

+ E

[
T−1∑
r=1

1(`(r) 6= 1)

]
,

where we used that
T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1, nk(r) ≤ n0(T )) ≤
T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1, nk(r) ≤ n0(T ))

≤
T−1∑
r=0

n0(T )∑
n=1

1(k ∈ Ar+1, `(r) = 1, nk(r) = n)

≤
n0(T )∑
n=1

(
T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1, `(r) = 1, nk(r) = n)

)

≤
n0(T )∑
n=1

1 = n0(T ) ,

as the event {k ∈ Ar+1, nk(r) = n} can only happen at one round.

(2) Upper bound for A. Now, we can upper bound the counterpart with nk(r) ≥ n0(T ), using the concen-
tration from Theorem 1.

A := E

[
T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1, `(r) = 1, nk(r) ≥ n0(T ))

]

≤ E

[
T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1, X̄
q
k,nk(r) ≥ X̄

q
1,n1(r)−nk(r)+1:n1(r), `(r) = 1, nk(r) ≥ n0(T ))

]

≤ E

[
T−1∑
r=0

1
(
X̄q
k,nk(r) ≥ xnk(r), nk(r) ≥ n0(T ), k ∈ Ar+1

)]

+ E

[
T−1∑
r=0

1
(
X̄q

1,n1(r)−nk(r)+1:n1(r) ≤ xnk(r), `(r) = 1, nk(r) ≥ n0(T ), k ∈ Ar+1

)]
,

where we used that if the QoMax of k exceeds the QoMax of 1, then it is either larger than xn or the QoMax of
1 is smaller than xn for any arbitrary choice of xn. In our case, we will choose a convenient value of xn to use
Theorem 1. Using union bounds on the number of queries it then holds that

A ≤ E

T−1∑
r=0

T−1∑
nk=n0(T )

1(X̄q
k,nk
≥ xnk , k ∈ Ar+1, nk(r) = nk)


+ E

T−1∑
r=0

T−1∑
nk=n0(T )

T−1∑
n=r/K

1(X̄q
1,n−nk+1:n ≤ xnk , `(r) = 1, nk(r) = nk, k ∈ Ar+1, n1(r) = n)

 .
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We now use the same trick as before to reduce the double sum on r and nk to only one sum, and write that

A ≤ E

 T−1∑
nk=n0(T )

1(X̄q
k,nk
≥ xnk)

T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1, nk(r) = nk)

+ E

 T−1∑
nk=n0(T )

T−1∑
n=r/K

1(X̄q
1,n−nk+1:n ≤ xnk)


≤

T−1∑
nk=n0(T )

P(X̄q
k,nk
≥ xnk) +

T−1∑
nk=n0(T )

T−1∑
n=r/K

P(X̄q
1,n−nk+1:n ≤ xnk)

≤
T−1∑

nk=n0(T )

P(X̄q
k,nk
≥ xnk) + T

T−1∑
nk=n0(T )

P(X̄q
1,nk
≤ xnk) .

Plugging the concentration result from Theorem 1, one has

A ≤
T−1∑

nk=n0(T )

e−ckb(nk) + T

T−1∑
n=n0(T )

e−c1b(n) ≤ Te−ckb(n0(T )) + T 2 exp(−c1b(n0(T ))) .

Let n0 the integer for which Theorem 1 can be applied between the arm 1 and any arm k for k ≥ 2. Now we
choose, n0(T ) = max

(
b−1

(
2 log T
c1

)
, b−1

(
log T
ck

)
, n0

)
. With this choice, we get

A = E

[
T−1∑
r=0

1(k ∈ Ar+1, `(r) = 1, nk(r) ≥ n0(T ))

]
= O(1) . (6)

If we define b(n) = nγ , using Equation (6) and the decomposition for E[nk(T )], it holds that for some constant
C

E[nk(T )] ≤ C(log(T ))
1
γ + E

[
T−1∑
r=0

1(`(r) 6= 1)

]
+O(1) . (7)

The next step of the proof is to have a deeper look at E
[∑T−1

r=0 1(`(r) 6= 1)
]
.

(3) Upper bound for E
[∑T−1

r=0 1(`(r) 6= 1)
]
. We provide a similar decomposition as in Baudry et al. (2021),

considering the case where arm 1 has already been leader and the alternative. Before that we recall the following
property obtained by the definition of the leader

`(r) = k ⇒ nk(r) ≥
⌈ r
K

⌉
.

We then define ar =
⌈
r
4

⌉
, and write that

P (`(r) 6= 1) = P ({`(r) 6= 1} ∩ Dr) + P
(
{`(r) 6= 1} ∩ D̄r

)
, (8)

where we define Dr the event under which the asymptotically dominating arm has been leader at least once in
[ar, r].

Dr = {∃u ∈ [ar, r] such that `(u) = 1}.
We now explain how to upper bound the term in the left hand side of Equation (8). We look at the rounds larger
than some round r0 that will be specified later in the proof.

We introduce a new event

Bu = {`(u) = 1, k ∈ Au+1, nk(u) = n1(u) for some arm k} .
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Under the event Dr, {`(r) 6= 1} can only be true if the leadership has been taken over by a suboptimal arm at
some round between ar and r, that is

{`(r) 6= 1} ∩ Dr ⊂ ∪r−1
u=ar{`(u) = 1, `(u+ 1) 6= 1} ⊂ ∪ru=arBu . (9)

This is because a leadership takeover can only happen after a challenger has defeated the leader while having
the same number of observations. Moreover, each leadership takeover has been caused by either (1) a QoMax
of a challenger is over-performing, or (2) a QoMax of the leader is under-performing, with a sample size in each
case larger than sr = dar/Ke. In addition, each of these QoMax can only cost one takeover (thanks to the
subsampling scheme), hence we can simply use an union bound on these events. In summary, after defining some
r0 > 8 we have that

E

[
T−1∑
r=0

1(`(r) 6= 1,Dr)
]
≤ r0 + E

[
T−1∑
r=r0

(
r∑

u=ar

1(Bu)

)]

≤ r0 + E

[
T−1∑
r=r0

(
r∑

n=sr

(
1(X̄q

1,n ≤ xn) +

K∑
k=2

1(X̄q
k,n ≥ xn)

))]

≤ r0 +

T−1∑
r=r0

r∑
n=sr

(
P(X̄q

1,n ≤ xn) +

K∑
k=2

P(X̄q
k,n ≥ xn)

)

≤ r0 +

K∑
k=1

T−1∑
r=r0

r∑
n=sr

exp(−ckb(n))

≤ r0 +

K∑
k=1

T−1∑
r=r0

r exp(−ckb(sr))

= O(1) ,

since b(sr) = sγr = Ω(rγ). This is true if sr0 ≥ n0, which is the condition that allows the use of the concentration
inequality from Theorem 1. We consider r0 large enough to satisfy this condition.

We now handle the case when the asymptotically dominant arm has never been leader between ar and r, which
implies that it has lost a lot of duels against the respective leaders of many rounds. We introduce

Lr =

r∑
u=ar

1(Cu) ,

with Cu = {∃k 6= 1, `(u) = k, 1 /∈ Au+1}. It is proved in Chan (2020) that

P(`(r) 6= 1 ∩ D̄r) ≤ P(Lr ≥ r/4) . (10)

and the author uses the Markov inequality to provide the upper bound

P(Lr ≥ r/4) ≤ E(Lr)
r/4

=
4

r

r∑
u=ar

P(Cu) . (11)

From this step we can refactor
∑r
r=r0

P(Lr ≥ r/4) using the following trick from Baudry et al. (2020),

T−1∑
r=r0

4

r
1(u ∈ [ar, r]) =

T−1∑
r=r0

4
1(u ≤ r)

r
1(ar ≤ u) ≤ 4

u

T−1∑
r=r0

1(ar ≤ u)

≤ 4

u

T−1∑
r=r0

1(dr/4e ≤ u) ≤ 4

u

T−1∑
r=r0

1(r/4 ≤ u+ 1)

≤ 4

u
× 4(u+ 1) ≤ 32 .
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With this result we obtain that

T−1∑
r=r0

P(`(r) 6= 1 ∩ D̄r) ≤
T−1∑
r=r0

P(Lr ≥ r/4) ≤ 32

T−1∑
r=ar0

P(Cr) .

Now we can have a more precise look at P(Cr) = P(∃k 6= 1, `(r) = k, 1 /∈ Ar+1). We recall that we defined in the
algorithm a forced exploration f(r), ensuring that nk(r) ≥ f(r) for any arm k and any round r.

T−1∑
r=ar0

P(Cr) ≤
T−1∑
r=ar0

P
(
{X̄q

1,n1(r) ≤ xn1(r)} ∪Kk=2

{
X̄q
k,nk(r)−n1(r)+1:n1(r) ≥ xn1(r), `(r) = k

})

≤
T−1∑
r=ar0

r/2∑
n=f(r)

P(X̄q
1,n ≤ xn) +

K∑
k=2

T−1∑
r=ar0

r/2∑
n=f(r)

r∑
nk=dr/Ke

P(X̄q
k,nk−n+1:nk

≥ xn)

≤
T−1∑
r=ar0

r/2∑
n=f(r)

exp(−c1b(n)) +

K∑
k=2

T−1∑
r=ar0

r/2∑
n=f(r)

r exp(−ckb(n))

≤
T−1∑
r=ar0

r

2
exp(−c1b(f(r))) +

K∑
k=2

T−1∑
r=ar0

r2

2
exp(−ckb(f(r))) ,

where the use of the concentration from Theorem 1 is permitted only if f(ar0) ≥ n0. Now, this result
provides a sound theoretical tuning for the forced exploration parameter as a function of b, as choosing

f(r) ≥ maxk

(
4 log r
ck

) 1
γ

ensures

T−1∑
r=ar0

P(Cr) = O(1) .

Hence, we obtain the final result that for some constant Ck it holds that

E[nk(T )] ≤ Ck(log(T ))
1
γ +O(1) ,

under the assumptions that Theorem 1 can be applied and that the forced exploration is of the same scaling as
the regret, namely f(r) = Ω((log r)

1
γ ).

C.4 Proof of Theorem 3

Theorem 3 (Upper bound on the regret of QoMax-SDA). For any quantile q, any γ > 0, defining the parameters
of QoMax-SDA as B(n) = nγ and f(r) = (log r)

1
γ . The regret of QoMax-SDA is (1) vanishing in the strong

sense for exponential tails (2) vanishing in the weak sense for polynomial tails.

Proof. We instantiate the decomposition of Proposition 2 using the value of P(ξT ) obtained in Lemma 3. Plugging
all of these values and using similar tricks as those already used in Appendix A.4 to establish Assumption 1 for
semi-parametric tails, we write for π being any instance of QoMax-SDA with parameter γ,
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RπT ≤ E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t

]
− E

[
max

t≤T−KMT

X1,t

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Exploration cost

+xTP(ξT ) + E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t1

(
max
t≤T

X1,t ≥ xT
)]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cost incurred by ξT

≤ KMT

[
BT
T

+

∫ +∞

BT

G1(x)dx

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(A1)

+xT
C(log T )

1
γ

M
1

1+γ

T︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A2)

+T

∫ +∞

xT

G1(x)dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A3)

,

for any values of xT , BT ,MT , that we now specify for each of the two families considered.

Exponential tails We recall that if G1(x) = O(exp(−λx)), then for any y ∈ R we have∫ +∞

y

G1(x)dx = O (exp(−λy)) .

First, if we choose BT = 1
λ log(T ) then (A1) vanishes for any choice of MT = Tα with 0 < α < 1. Similarly,

choosing xT = 2
λ log T ensures that (A3) = O(1/T ). Then, (A2) is in O

(
(log T )

1+ 1
γ

M
1

1+γ
T

)
, which is vanishing for any

choice of MT = Tα, α ∈ (0, 1). We conclude that for exponential tails, limT→∞RπT = 0.

Polynomial tails Consider again MT = Tα, for some α ∈ (0, 1). This time,

∫ +∞

y

G1(x)dx = O
(

1

yλ−1

)
.

Plugging into (A3), we get a term of order O(T × x1−λ
T ). Let’s take xT = T β for some β ∈ (0, 1), we then have

(A3) = O(T 1+β(1−λ)) .

Now consider (A2), omitting the polylog terms we obtain

(A2) = O(T β−
α

1+γ ) .

Consider finally (A1). Choosing BT = T
1
λ (as in Appendix A.4) we obtain the tightest upper bound on the

exploration cost:

(A1) = O
(
MT

T 1− 1
λ

)
= O(Tα−1+ 1

λ ) .

To get the smallest order with this proof technique we want to equalize all these three exponents, which gives

α− 1 +
1

λ
= β − α

1 + γ
= 1 + β(1− λ) .

For simplicity we write β = 1
λ + η and try to find η instead. Re-writing the the three equalities yields

α+
1

λ
− 1 =

1

λ
+ η − α

1 + γ
=

1

λ
− (λ− 1)η .

This can be further simplified in
α− 1 = η − α

1 + γ
= −(λ− 1)η .
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This gives in particular a system of two equations with two unknowns η and α. By substituing α we get

η − 1− (λ− 1)η

1 + γ
= −(λ− 1)η

⇔ η [1 + γ + λ− 1 + (λ− 1)(1 + γ)] = 1 ,

which gives η = 1
λ(2+γ)−1 and α = λ(1+γ)

λ(2+γ)−1 .

Plugging in these values, we obtain that (A1), (A2) and (A3) are all in O
(
T

1
λ−

λ−1
λ(2+γ)−1

)
= o(T 1/λ). Recalling

the rate of growth of the maximum for polynomial tails given in Proposition 3 we get that for polynomial tails

RπT = o
T→∞

(
E
[
max
t≤T

X1,t

])
.

C.5 Possible Mistake in the Analysis of Max-Median

In the proof of Theorem 4.1 of Bhatt et al. (2021) the authors upper bound

P
(
m(n) ≥ vn,Wi(n) ≥ (1 + δ)λ−1

i log(m(n))
)

where vn = 1
a

∑n
d=1 εd, m(n) = minkNk(n) and Wi(n) is the index used by Max-Median for arm i, which is the

order statics of order bNi(n)/m(n)c. To do so, they use union bounds and concentration of a binomial random
variable, which can be rewritten as follows:

P
(
m(n) ≥ vn,Wi(n) ≥ (1 + δ)λ−1

i log(m(n))
)
≤

∑
m≥vn

∑
k≥m

P
(
Oi,k

(⌊
k

m

⌋)
≥ (1 + δ)λ−1

i log(m)

)

≤
∑
m≥vn

∑
k≥m

P
(
Sk ≥

k

m

)
,

where Sk counts the number of observations among the k first observations from arm i that are exceeding
(1 + δ)λ−1

i log(m). From the tail assumption, Sk is a binomial distribution with parameter k and p = ai/m
1+δ.

To upper bound this last probability, the authors use an exponential Markov inequality with a particular value
of θ. Using instead Chernoff inequality, which consists in optimizing over θ to get the smallest possible upper
bound, one obtains

P
(
Sk ≥

k

m

)
= P

(
Sk
k
≥ 1

m

)
≤ exp

(
−kkl

(
1

m
,
ai

m1+δ

))
,

provided that k/m exceeds the mean ai/m1+δ, where kl(x, y) = x log(x/y) + (1 − x) log((1 − x)/(1 − y)) is the
binary relative entropy. Hence, for n large enough,

P
(
m(n) ≥ vn,Wi(n) ≥ (1 + δ)λ−1

i log(m(n))
)
≤
∑
m≥vn

∑
k≥m

exp

(
−kkl

(
1

m
,
ai

m1+δ

))
.

In the proof of Theorem 4.1, Bhatt et al. (2021) end up summing a quantity that does not depend on m,
exp(−kδ/2), but it seems to be obtained by mistaking k/m by m in the tail probability of the binomial distri-
bution. Without this mistake and with the tightest possible bound on the tail of a binomial distribution, the
upper bound we obtain does depend on m. More precisely as

kl

(
1

m
,
ai

m1+δ

)
∼ δ log(m)

m
,

when m tends to infinity, one obtains an upper bound of order

Bn =
∑
m≥vn

∑
k≥m

exp

(
−k δ log(m)

m

)
=
∑
m≥vn

exp
(
−m δ log(m)

m

)
1− exp

(
− δ log(m)

m

) .
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Given that
exp

(
−m δ log(m)

m

)
1− exp

(
− δ log(m)

m

) ∼ m1−δ

δ log(m)
,

when m tends to infinity, we don’t see how we can get
∑
nBn <∞ (for any small enough δ) which is needed in

the rest of the proof of Theorem 4.1 in order to be able to apply Borel Cantelli’s lemma.
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D COMPLEMENTS OF SECTION 5: PRACTICAL PERFORMANCE OF
QOMAX ALGORITHMS

D.1 Implementation Tricks for QoMax-SDA

X r
k

<latexit sha1_base64="X+I0QrLew+FtDjBdp3ibrNMyIqU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X+I0QrLew+FtDjBdp3ibrNMyIqU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X+I0QrLew+FtDjBdp3ibrNMyIqU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FxhV61gd5tvesiCTMg8n03wJiQ0=">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</latexit>

nk(r)
<latexit sha1_base64="R02yJv7yfNHk3cegrSKR/E0jt/E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R02yJv7yfNHk3cegrSKR/E0jt/E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R02yJv7yfNHk3cegrSKR/E0jt/E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b6pdU1RXK/UiUyQfKEj5S0HwLKI=">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</latexit>

bk(r)
<latexit sha1_base64="4vN2T/HwDyr75aGed3FeZ/sc3UU=">AAACyXicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkWom5KIoMuCLgQ3FewDainJdFpj83IyEWtx5Q+41R8T/0D/wjtjCmoRnZDkzLn3nJl7rxv7XiIt6zVnzMzOzS/kFwtLyyura8X1jUYSpYLxOov8SLRcJ+G+F/K69KTPW7HgTuD6vOkOj1S8ecNF4kXhuRzFvBM4g9Dre8yRRDXc7rAsdrvFklWx9DKngZ2BErJVi4ovuEAPERhSBOAIIQn7cJDQ04YNCzFxHYyJE4Q8Hee4R4G0KWVxynCIHdJ3QLt2xoa0V56JVjM6xadXkNLEDmkiyhOE1WmmjqfaWbG/eY+1p7rbiP5u5hUQK3FJ7F+6SeZ/daoWiT4OdQ0e1RRrRlXHMpdUd0Xd3PxSlSSHmDiFexQXhJlWTvpsak2ia1e9dXT8TWcqVu1ZlpviXd2SBmz/HOc0aOxVbMJn+6XqcTbqPLawjTLN8wBVnKCGOnlf4RFPeDZOjWvj1rj7TDVymWYT35bx8AGo0ZEo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4vN2T/HwDyr75aGed3FeZ/sc3UU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4vN2T/HwDyr75aGed3FeZ/sc3UU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4vN2T/HwDyr75aGed3FeZ/sc3UU=">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</latexit>

X r
`(r)

<latexit sha1_base64="XvM8SbXau52h2NXmUNKztqd5zCY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XvM8SbXau52h2NXmUNKztqd5zCY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XvM8SbXau52h2NXmUNKztqd5zCY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YaQDBncBXs4f4bxTBMVERQ5VaVE=">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</latexit>

b`(r)(r)
<latexit sha1_base64="omrYQ12kqsQl6iK3Yo2d8VlwUcU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="omrYQ12kqsQl6iK3Yo2d8VlwUcU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="omrYQ12kqsQl6iK3Yo2d8VlwUcU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="omrYQ12kqsQl6iK3Yo2d8VlwUcU=">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</latexit>

n`(r)(r)
<latexit sha1_base64="UuMjsGObpVzbJOGWl5H1REJax8g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UuMjsGObpVzbJOGWl5H1REJax8g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UuMjsGObpVzbJOGWl5H1REJax8g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UuMjsGObpVzbJOGWl5H1REJax8g=">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</latexit>

data kept for the leader
<latexit sha1_base64="TfBwPv+IXdroQG6PcHDRlTHnCkM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TfBwPv+IXdroQG6PcHDRlTHnCkM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TfBwPv+IXdroQG6PcHDRlTHnCkM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1zjjgGzh+FNkkOnJ4I6O0rpLhc=">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</latexit>

in the duel with k
<latexit sha1_base64="cCp1qq0visGBD9uX02WmUfsGuoQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uIBe3CvV4r8n1fjpF0EJMpIuQWc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uIBe3CvV4r8n1fjpF0EJMpIuQWc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J29xVtm9g35Hs9TuzvpqpNPOHGE=">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</latexit>

n
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Figure 3: Illustration of the subsampling mechanism used by QoMax-SDA between the leader and a challenger
k at round r.

In this section we detail the CollectData procedure used for QoMax-SDA (see Algorithm 1) and briefly introduced
in Section 4. In particular, in Algorithm 5 we describe the second implementation trick that allows to reduce
significantly the memory complexity of QoMax-SDA. The principle is actually quite simple: the "last-block"
subsampling that considers a subsample of the leader’s history of the same size as the challenger’s to compute
their QoMax will take the last queries for the leader as illustrated on Figure 3. Moreover, as we look for the
maximum of this subsample on each batch, it is clear that we can remove a lot of information. For instance,
imagine that the last data pulled for a batch is its global maximum. Then all previously stored data in this
batch is useless when looking at the last block and can be deleted. If we apply this principle recursively, we have
the following: (1) the newly pulled observation is necessarily kept (in case we consider a last block of size 1), (2)
we can remove all observations smaller than this last data: again, looking at these samples in the past will not
change anything for the value of the maximum. To implement this trick we store a list of data and a list of their
indexes (i.e to which query of the arm they correspond) in order to know where to look at when performing the
subsampling step for the leader. More than a storage trick, this is also time efficient: the global maximum of the
batch is simply the first element of the list, and for a subsample of batches between queries n` − nk and n` the
subsample maximum is simply the observation corresponding to the first index in I` (defined in Algorithm 6)
larger than n` − nk.

Details of the procedure CollectData. Considering Algorithm 5 for the addition of new data, we can
summarize the procedure in very few steps: (1) For each arm k that is queried, add one observation to each
of its existing batches. (2) For each queried arm k that is not the leader, collect as many batches as
necessary to match the number of batches B(nk). (3) Collect as many batches as necessary for the leader to
match the number of batches of the arm with the second largest number of queries.

Algorithm 5 Efficient Update of a list of maxima for QoMax-SDA
Input: List of indices I = {i1, . . . , iL}, sorted list X = {X1, . . . , XL}, X1 > X2 > · · · > XL,

new index i, new data X
Search step: Find the largest j satisfying Xj > X (Binary Search)

Update step:
Set X ← {X1, X2, . . . , Xj , X} // Remove Xj+1, . . . , XL and add X

Set I ← {i1, . . . , ij , i} // Remove ij+1, . . . , iL and add i

Return: List of indices I, list of data X .
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Algorithm 6 Collect Data at the end of a round for QoMax-SDA

Input: K arms with data Xk stored as (I(j)
k ,X (j)

k )j∈{1,...,bk}, number of queries nk for each arm, distributions
(νk)k∈K , A: set of arms chosen by QoMax-SDA, ` current leader, B function controlling the batch size

for k ∈ {1, . . . ,K, `} do
if bk > 0, k ∈ A then

nk ← nk + 1 // Update the number of queries of arm k

for j ∈ {1, . . . , bk} do
Collect X ∼ νk (Update batch j) // Add one observation in each existing batch j of Xk

(I(j)
k ,X (j)

k )← EfficientUpdate(I(j)
k ,X (j)

k , nk, X) (Alg. 5)

if k 6= ` then
Bnew = B(nk) // New batch size computed with B if k is a challenger.

else
Bnew = maxk 6=` bk // If k is leader, align its batch size to the second most pulled challenger.

while bk ≤ Bnew do
I(bk+1)
k ,X (bk+1)

k ← {}, {}
for i ∈ {1, . . . , nk} do

Collect X ∼ νk // Collect nk data to form a new batch

(I(bk+1)
k ,X (bk+1)

k )← EfficientUpdate(I(bk+1)
k ,X (bk+1)

k , i,X) (Alg. 5)

Add (I(bk+1)
k ,X (bk+1)

k ) in Xk
bk ← bk + 1

Return: X1, . . . ,XK

Empirical evidences of the efficiency of the storage trick (Algorithm 5). We propose simulations to
verify that the solution we propose to store the data used by QoMAx-SDA is indeed efficient. We performed
1000 simulations for each sample size N ∈ [102, 5×102, 103, 2×103, 5×103, 104, 2×104, 3×104, 5×104]), and for
4 distributions: (1) a Pareto distribution with tail parameter 1.1, (2) a Pareto distribution with tail parameter
3, (3) an exponential distribution with parameter 1, (4) a standard normal distribution. We report in Figure 4
the average number of data stored by the algorithm for each sample sizes, along with the empirical 5% and 95%
quantiles on the 1000 simulations and the curve y = log(N) for comparison. We observe that: (1) The results
do not depend on the distribution. (2) All 4 curves are very close to exactly log(N), which is as small as ≈ 10
for a sample size of 5× 104. (3) 90% of the simulations have no more than 17 data stored, and the maximum we
observe on all 4 experiments is actually 23 which is very small compared to N = 5× 104.

Therefore, we conclude that the trick we introduced is indeed efficient and our experiments corroborate the
intuition that it allows to store O(logN) data out of N on average. We now prove it formally in Lemma 6

Lemma 6 (Expected memory with the efficient storing of maxima). Denote by CN the random variable denoting
the memory usage of a random i.i.d sample of size N drawn from any distribution with the implementation trick
from Alg. 5. For any ν, it holds that

E[CN ] =

N∑
n=1

1

n
∼ log(N) .

Proof. Denote the sorted random samples by X1 > · · · > XN . As the observations are i.i.d, all of them are
equally likely to be in the last position. We consider IN the random variable denoting the index of the last
observation, it holds that

E[CN ] =
1

N

N∑
j=1

E[CN |IN = j] .

Then, we remark that if IN = j, all observations of higher order Xj+1, . . . , XN are removed from the history.
Hence, it only remains to count the average amount of data considering only X1, . . . , Xj−1, which is equal to
E[Cj−1] and add 1 for the last observation. Using that E[C1] = 1,
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Figure 4: Average number of data kept in memory with the efficient storage of maxima, for 1000 simulations
with sample size N ∈ [102, 5× 102, 103, 2× 103, 5× 103, 104, 2× 104, 3× 104, 5× 104] and the empirical 5% and
95% quantiles.

E[CN ] =
1

N

N∑
j=1

E[CN |IN = j] =
1

N

N∑
j=1

(1 + E[Cj−1])

⇒ (N + 1)E[CN+1]−NE[CN ] =

N+1∑
j=1

(1 + E[Cj ])−
N∑
j=1

(1 + E[Cj ]) = 1 + E[CN ]

⇒ (N + 1)(E[CN+1]− E[CN ]) = 1

⇒ E[CN+1] = E[CN ] +
1

N + 1

⇒ E[CN ] =

N∑
n=1

1

n
.

D.2 More on the Storage/Computation Time

In this section we detail the computation of the storage constraints and time complexities reported in Table 1.
We restate them in Table 2 and express them as a function of their parameters.

ThresholdAscent (Streeter and Smith, 2006b). After simplifying the statement of the algorithm presented
in their paper (beginning of Section 3) for continuous distributions, we find out that the algorithm actually
considers the s largest observations observed so far where s is a parameter of the algorithm. Indeed as long
as the threshold is larger than s observations, the threshold is increased. The authors suggest taking s = 100,
implying a memory complexity as small as 100 observations. After remarking this, the implementation of the
algorithm is simplified largely (see our code): we can drop all data that are not in the s largest observed so far,
and the index needs to be re-computed only if this list changes. Asymptotically we expect this list to change
very rarely, hence the time complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the check that an observation is larger
than the s-th largest reward collected so far.

ExtremeHunter/ExtremeETC (Carpentier and Valko, 2014; Achab et al., 2017). The values we
provide for these algorithms in Table 2 come directly from Achab et al. (2017). We recall that in Table 1 we
considered b = 1, but we remark that even with b very large (b = +∞ corresponds to exact Pareto distributions)
the memory and time complexities cannot go below K(log T )2 and K(log T )4 respectively.
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Table 2: Average time and storage complexities of Extreme Bandit algorithms according to their parameters for
a time horizon T .

Algorithm Memory usage Time complexity

ThresholdAscent s O(KT )

Extreme Hunter T O(T 2)

MaxMedian T O(KT log T )

QoMax-SDA O((log T )2 + (K − 1) log(T ) log log(T )) O(KT log T )

Extreme ETC K(log T )2+
1
b O

(
K(log T )2×(2+

1
b )
)

QoMax-ETC KbT O (max {KbTnT ,KbT log(bT )})

MaxMedian (Bhatt et al., 2021). In short, MaxMedian essentially tracks the quantile of order 1/m(t) for
each arm, where m(t) is the number of samples from the arm that has been pulled the least. Technically, even if
it is unlikely, all observations could be used in the future (if we continuously collect data that are smaller than
all values we obtained so far). For this reason, all T observations have to be stored.

QoMax-ETC (this paper). The storage required is simply KbT , which corresponds to storing online the
maximum of each batch (bT batches) for each arm. Collecting the bT maxima takes a O(K × nT × bT ) time
(collecting an observation and comparing it with a current maximum costs O(1)). At the final step of the
exploration phase, computing the QoMax takes an additional O(KbT log bT ), which is the cost of sorting K lists
of size bT . So, as a function of (nT , bT ), the complexity of the algorithm is O (max {bT × nT , bT log bT }).

QoMax-SDA (this paper). We recall that QoMax-SDA uses a batch size nγ for an arm that has been queried
n times, a forced exploration (log r)1/γ , and that the total number of queries of every sub-optimal arm is provably
O((log T )1/γ) (see Theorem 2). We start with the computation of the memory capacity and detail how the two
implementation tricks presented in D.1 work: (1) indexing the number of batches of the leader to the second
most pulled arm allows to reduce the number of batches of the leader from T γ to O

((
(log T )1/γ

)γ)
= O(log T ),

for any γ. Then, we look at how many data are stored in each batch, and (2) according to Lemma 6 the efficient
storage of maxima allows to store only O(logN) observations out of N on average. This gives O(log T ) for the
leader, and O(log log T ) for the challengers. This explains why the dependency of K in the memory becomes
a second order term for T large enough. Then, we consider the computational time, which can be divided into
two steps that are executed at each round: (a) updating the lists of values (each batch of the K arms), and (b)
computing the K − 1 QoMax for the challengers and the K − 1 QoMax for the leader. Operation (a) requires
to find the index from which previous data can be erased. As the list is sorted (by construction), this can take
up to (logN) with N the sample size of a batch using a binary search. Hence, this gives O(log log T ) for each
batch of the leader and O(log log log T ) for each batch of the challengers. On the other hand, for step (b) the
efficient storage ensures that we have access to the maximum of each batch at constant cost (first observation of
the list), and we only need to find the quantiles over the different batches, giving O(2(K − 1) log T ). Hence, we
can report an overall O(KT log T ) time complexity, or a O(T log T log log T ) when T is very large. We report
the first, because if K = 5 then log log T > K only for T > 1065, which is unreasonably large.

D.3 Supplementary for Section 5 : Additional Experiments

In this section we provide the complete results for all the experiments we performed and that were advertised
in Section 5. We first reproduce the experiments from previous papers, and then consider a few new settings.
Before that, we detail the parameters used for each algorithm.

The code to reproduce the experiments is available on Github.

Parameters for All Experiments. We recall the parameters we used for the different experi-
ments. For each experiment, we run N = 104 independent trajectories for 10 time horizons T ∈
[1000, 2500, 5000, 7500, 9000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 30000, 50000]. This methodology is computationally expensive

https://github.com/ExtremeBandits/ExtremeBandits_submission
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but allows for a fair comparison between ETC and more adaptive strategies. Furthermore, it is also a way to
stabilize the results because if the same trajectories were used to plot the results for different time horizons then
a few extreme trajectories for some algorithms would have too much influence on our conclusions. This is not
a problem as all runs for T ≤ 20000 are actually quite fast with parallel computing, and the total computation
time of our experiments is largely dominated by the experiment with T = 50000.

The parameters we used are the following:

• ThresholdAscent: s = 100, δ = 0.1, as suggested in Streeter and Smith (2006b).

• ExtremeETC/ExtremeHunter: b = 1, as in Carpentier and Valko (2014). As the authors, we use δ = 0.1
for the experiments instead of the theoretical value that is too large for the time horizons considered,
and D = E = 10−3 for the UCB. Other theoretically-motivated parameters are r = T−1/(2b+1) (fraction
of samples used for the tail estimation), N = (log T )

2b+1
b (length of the initial exploration phase). δ =

exp(− log2(T ))/(2TK) in the paper but set to 0.1 here.

• MaxMedian: The exploration probability is set to εt = 1/(1 + t) as suggested in Bhatt et al. (2021).

• QoMax-ETC: We test q = 1/2 and q = 0.9, bT = (log T )2 and nT = log T to match both the theoretical
requirements of Section 3 and the length of the exploration phase of ExtremeETC for a fair comparison.

• QoMax-SDA: f(r) = (log r)
1
γ and B(n) = nγ for γ = 2/3, which works well across all the experiments we

performed. The quantile is either equal to q = 1/2 or q = 0.9.

D.3.1 Experiments 1-6

We describe the setting of each experiment, that we will then refer by their number (e.g exp.1).

1. (exp.1 in Bhatt et al. (2021)): K = 5 Pareto distributions with tail parameters λk ∈ [2.1, 2.3, 1.3, 1.1, 1.9].

2. (exp.2 in Bhatt et al. (2021)) K = 7 Pareto distributions with λk ∈ [2.5, 2.8, 4, 3, 1.4, 1.4, 1.9]. All arms have
a scaling C = 1 except arm 5 with C5 = 1.1. Hence ν5 is the dominating arm from a slight margin.

3. (exp.3 in Bhatt et al. (2021)) K = 10 Exponential arms with a survival function Gk(x) = e−λkx with
parameters λk = [2.1, 2.4, 1.9, 1.3, 1.1, 2.9, 1.5, 2.2, 2.6, 1.4].

4. (exp.4 in Bhatt et al. (2021)) K = 20 Gaussian arms, with same mean µk = 1,∀k, and different variances
σk = [1.64, 2.29, 1.79, 2.67, 1.70, 1.36, 1.90, 2.19, 0.80, 0.12, 1.65, 1.19, 1.88, 0.89, 3.35, 1.5, 2.22, 3.03, 1.08, 0.48].
The dominant arm has a standard deviation 3.35.

5. (exp.1 in Carpentier and Valko (2014)) K = 3 Pareto distributions with λ ∈ [5, 1.1, 2].

6. (exp.2 in Carpentier and Valko (2014)) K = 3 arms, including 2 Pareto distributions with λk ∈ [1.5, 3],
and arm 3 is a mixture Dirac/Pareto: pull 0 with 80% probability, reward from a Pareto distribution with
λ = 1.1 with 20% probability. Hence, the last arm dominates asymptotically.

Objective of each experiment. Before reporting the results, we explain why each experiment is interesting
in our opinion for the empirical evaluation of Extreme Bandits algorithms. Experiment 1 is quite difficult
because the tail gap between arm 3 and arm 4 is relatively small.Otherwise, all algorithms are supposed to have
guarantees in this setting so their comparison is fair. Experiment 2 allows to consider a semi-parametric setting
with a tail gap δ5−6 = 0, hence it only holds that ν5 � ν6: we check whether the algorithms are able to (1) pull
5 and 6 most often, and (2) arbitrate in favor of arm 5. Then, experiments 3 and 4 allow to test the different
algorithms respectively with exponential and gaussian tails (with different variances), showing the performance
of the algorithms when the tails are not polynomial. Moreover, a larger number of arms is considered in these
experiments. Finally, experiment 5 is relatively easy and more of a sanity check for the performance of each
algorithm (it was exp.1 in Carpentier and Valko (2014)). Experiment 6 will be interesting for discussing the
limits of parameter-free approaches, as the dominant tail provides low rewards with relatively high probability.
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Results For each experiment, we report the results according to the criteria (I)-(IV) that are introduced
in Section 5. The criteria (I)-(II) are reported side by side for each experiment in Figures 5-10. Tables 3-13
associated with (III) report the result for the statistics on the number of pulls of the best arm on all trajectories
at T = 5 × 104 . Finally, Tables 4-14 related to (IV) report the results for the statistics on the empirical
distribution of the maxima on all trajectories at T = 5× 104.

We summarize our key observations on the results with the following points:

• On the non-robustness of reporting the average maximum collected. Several examples can serve to
illustrate this point. For experiment 1 (Table 4) if we look at the average maximum only, we would conclude
that QoMax-SDA with q = 1/2 is by far the best algorithm with an average of 1.8× 105 (1.1× 105 for the
second). However, we see that the quantiles of the maxima distributions are almost identical to those of
other QoMax algorithms. Hence, even if 99% of their distribution matches, QoMax-SDA with q = 1/2 has
a nearly 70% better average caused by less than 1% of the trajectories. The same thing seems to happen on
different problems: the 104 and 8.5× 103 of 1/2-QoMax-ETC and ExtremeETC are clearly over-estimated
means in experiment 2 considering that they both have the same quantiles as 1/2-QoMax-SDA (even a
bit worse), which has an average of 7.5 × 103, and MaxMedian with 7.9 × 103. This variability is even
more striking in Experiment 5 (see Table 12) where ExtremeETC has three times the average maximum
of ExtremeHunter. Without surprise, this phenomenon is more present when the tails are heavier. Hence
looking at the average maxima is meaningful with the statistics from Experiments 3 and 4 with lighter tails.

• Quantiles. We recall that for metric (I) we use a quantile to estimate the expectation of the maximum,
q̃ = P(X+

T ≤ E[X+
T ]) ≈ exp(−TG(E[X+

T ])). In the experiments we plug the equivalents of E[X+
T ] in each

setting: for Pareto distribution we obtain q̃ = exp
(
− 1

Γ(1−1/λ)λ

)
, for exponential we obtain q̃ = e−1, and

for Gaussian distributions we compute the value numerically (c.f notebook provided with the code).

• QoMax Performance. QoMax algorithms clearly outperform their competitors in Experiments 1, 3, 4
and 5 according to all criteria. As those experiments include polynomial, exponential and gaussian tails
with different number of arms, this shows the generality and efficiency of the QoMax approach. QoMax-
SDA seems to work better than QoMax-ETC, in particular it is competitive even for small time horizons
(T < 5× 103) in most experiments. However, we see that QoMax-ETC almost matches the performance of
QoMax-SDA for T = 5×104. For a practitioner who would be interested in larger time horizons QoMax-ETC
seems to be a perfectly suitable choice.

• On the contrary, ExtremeHunter performs significantly better than ExtremeETC for larger horizons:
the probability of mistake of the latter is still quite large, and the ability of ExtremeHunter to recover
from a mistake is valuable, but we recall that the time complexity of ExtremeHunter is detrimental for
the practitioner. Results from Experiments 3 and 4 show that the two algorithms are not able to handle
exponential and gaussian tails.

• ThresholdAscent is never the best algorithm but has the advantage of being consistently better than the
uniform strategy (according to (II)), as it always pulls the best arm at a frequency larger that 1/K. It is
the most stable baseline in terms of (III) (it always has the narrowest range for the statistics we consider),
but this is detrimental to its capacity to collect large values.

• We tested MaxMedian on larger time horizons than in the original paper, which explains the difference in
some results. Indeed, we observe that in Experiments 1, 3, 5, MaxMedian is quite competitive for shorter
time horizons (T ≤ 104), but almost stops improving at this step. This suggests that the algorithm does
not explore enough, which is confirmed by a closer look at (III): the number of pulls of the best arm are
either very close to 0% or to 100% in most of the cases, which is a behavior specific to this algorithm
and that we would like to avoid in practice. This behavior also has an impact on the statistics on the
maxima distributions (IV). The exploration function may be partly responsible for this : in Experiment 4
MaxMedian fails with the Gaussians4, and actually commits to the worst arm at an early stage. Indeed,
with 20 arms and εt = 1/(t+1) we are very likely to have at least one arm that is never sampled twice, while
this is the case the order statistics used is always the minimum, favoring the arm with the lowest variance
instead of the largest. We think that a deterministic forced exploration could at least partially solve this.

4which is not what Bhatt et al. (2021) obtained, but we were not able to find why we could not reproduce their results.
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• In Experiment 2 MaxMedian performs very well and commits very early to the best arm for most of the
trajectories. QoMax algorithms are clearly slower, but still pull the best arm more than 50% of the time.
Moreover, when we add the number of pulls of the second best arm we get around 90% for all QoMax
algorithms, which is clearly competitive. Indeed, the empirical regret of both QoMax-SDA (Figure 6 (left))
is close to the one of MaxMedian, and we see in Table 6 that their quantiles of the maxima distributions are
also very close to the one of MaxMedian. Hence, we think that QoMax-SDA may have chosen more often
the second best arm when it provided very large rewards, which is not a problem according to the initial
objective of the algorithms.

• Experiment 6 shows that in some examples parametric algorithms can perform much better than non-
parametric approaches. Indeed, the distribution of arm 3 enters in the second-order Pareto family, and the
parameter b = 1 makes ExtremeHunter calibrate its parameters with the ≈ 5% best samples of each arm.
This is enough for the algorithm to "detect" the Pareto tail of the mixture and sample it most often. Most
of the other algorithms fail, including QoMax, to the exception of ThresholdAscent which still pulls the best
arm 40% of the time at T = 5 × 104. However, this experiment also illustrates two important remarks on
QoMax: the 0.9-QoMax-SDA performs much better than the others, showing that when the tails are harder
to detect choosing a larger quantile can be valuable. Furthermore, we tested another experiment imposing
at least 100 samples in each batch. This time, 0.9-QoMax-SDA was able to pull the best arm 60% of the
time. Hence, this gives the practitioner the ability to increase the exploration and the quantile q if very
difficult tails are expected, which depends on the characteristics of the real problem at hand.

Considering all these points, we think that QoMax-ETC and QoMax-SDA are very practical solutions in addition
to their strong theoretical guarantees. They work well on most examples with the same parameters (avoiding
painful tuning), including settings with different kind of tails (polynomial, exponential, gaussian) with different
number of arms, and both easy and hard instances. We saw however with experiment 6 the limits of a distribution-
free approach if we consider a hard problem. It also showed that in this case augmenting the quantile q (and/or
the forced exploration function f for QoMax-SDA) used in QoMax algorithms can be beneficial. Furthermore, we
can recommend to use QoMax-ETC when the time horizon will be very large (larger than 5×104 for instance) and
QoMax-SDA for smaller time horizons, as it seems to learn faster on all examples but is more computationally
demanding.

D.3.2 Experiments with Log-Normal and Generalized Gaussian Distributions

In this section we add two new experiments, considering two new families of distributions: (1) the log-normal
distribution (2 parameters (µ, σ), if X follows a log-normal distribution with these parameters then log(X) ∼
N (µ, σ)), and (2) the generalized normal distribution (a parameter β and a density ∼ exp

(
−|x|β

)
).

• Experiment 7: We consider K = 5 log-normal arms with parameters µk ∈ [1, 1.5, 2, 3, 3.5] and σk ∈
[4, 3, 2, 1, 0.5]. When T is large enough the parameter σ determines which arm dominates (arm 1 in our
case).

• Experiment 8: We consider K = 8 generalized gaussian arms with parameters βk ∈ (0.2 × i)i∈{1,...,8}.
Hence, the heavier tail is arm 1.

We run the same algorithms as for Experiments 1-6, with the exact same parameters for all of them. This time
we cannot report (I) because we cannot compute the proxy empirical regret. Hence, we report in Figure 11
and Figure 12 the number of pulls of the dominant arm for the two experiments, along with the statistics
corresponding to evaluation criteria (III)-(IV) for these experiments. These two additional experiments further
highlight the generality and performance of QoMax algorithms compared to the other Extreme Bandits baselines.
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Experiment 1

Figure 5: Experiment 1: Proxy Empirical Regret (left) and Number of pulls of the dominant arm (right),
averaged over 104 independent trajectories for T ∈ {103, 2.5 × 103, 5 × 103, 7.5 × 103, 9 × 10, 104, 1.5 × 104, 2 ×
104, 3× 104, 5× 104}.

Table 3: Statistics on the number of pulls of the best arm at T = 5× 104, Experiment 1.

Algorithm Average (%) 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 92 42 90 93 94 95 95 95
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 93 14 87 93 96 97 98 98
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 89 90 90 90 90 90 90 90
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 88 3 90 90 90 90 90 90

ExtremeETC 71 3 3 90 90 90 90 90
ExtremeHunter 79 3 5 89 90 90 90 90
MaxMedian 72 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

ThresholdAscent 53 46 50 52 53 55 56 57

Table 4: Statistics on the distributions of maxima at T = 5 × 104, Experiment 1. Results divided by 100 to
improve readability.

Algorithm Average 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 1852 41 81 130 245 547 1350 11371
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 1042 39 78 128 239 529 1363 12539
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 1058 40 79 126 232 530 1324 11054
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 919 34 75 122 230 511 1301 10080

ExtremeETC 882 16 44 86 183 426 1089 9515
ExtremeHunter 1092 21 61 104 208 477 1226 9799
MaxMedian 785 3 37 83 180 436 1126 9240

ThresholdAscent 748 27 51 82 156 351 853 7771
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Experiment 2
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Figure 6: Experiment 2: Proxy Empirical Regret (left) and Number of pulls of the dominant arm (right),
averaged over 104 independent trajectories for T ∈ {103, 2.5 × 103, 5 × 103, 7.5 × 103, 9 × 10, 104, 1.5 × 104, 2 ×
104, 3× 104, 5× 104}.

Table 5: Statistics on the number of pulls of the best arm at T = 5× 104, Experiment 2.

Algorithm Average (%) 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 58 2 6 23 72 88 91 92
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 56 1 6 21 66 88 94 97
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 60 3 3 3 84 84 84 84
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 52 3 3 3 84 84 84 84

ExtremeETC 44 3 3 3 85 85 85 85
ExtremeHunter 46 3 3 3 71 85 85 85
MaxMedian 86 0 0 100 100 100 100 100

ThresholdAscent 31 20 25 28 31 34 36 40

Table 6: Statistics on the distributions of maxima at T = 5 × 104, Experiment 2. Results divided by 100 to
improve readability.

Algorithm Average 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 75 8 13 18 30 56 112 657
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 69 8 13 18 30 56 113 614
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 98 7 12 17 28 51 105 616
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 65 7 12 17 28 52 107 564

ExtremeETC 85 5 12 17 28 53 108 638
ExtremeHunter 61 7 12 17 28 52 100 522
MaxMedian 79 6 13 19 31 57 116 664

ThresholdAscent 46 5 9 13 21 38 77 418
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Experiment 3
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Figure 7: Experiment 3: Proxy Empirical Regret (left) and Number of pulls of the dominant arm (right),
averaged over 104 independent trajectories for T ∈ {103, 2.5 × 103, 5 × 103, 7.5 × 103, 9 × 10, 104, 1.5 × 104, 2 ×
104, 3× 104, 5× 104}.

Table 7: Statistics on the number of pulls of the best arm at T = 5× 104, Experiment 3.

Algorithm Average (%) 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 81 2 72 82 86 88 88 89
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 80 2 59 80 87 91 93 95
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 73 3 77 77 77 77 77 77
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 69 3 3 77 77 77 77 77

ExtremeETC 13 3 3 3 3 3 77 77
ExtremeHunter 15 3 3 3 3 7 67 77
MaxMedian 59 0 0 0 98 100 100 100

ThresholdAscent 27 21 24 26 28 29 31 33

Table 8: Statistics on the distributions of maxima at T = 5× 104, Experiment 3.
Algorithm Average 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 32 26 28 29 31 34 37 43
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 32 25 28 29 31 34 37 44
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 32 25 28 29 31 34 36 43
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 31 24 27 29 31 33 36 43

ExtremeETC 26 18 21 23 25 29 32 39
ExtremeHunter 27 19 22 23 26 29 32 39
MaxMedian 31 21 25 28 31 33 36 43

ThresholdAscent 29 23 25 27 29 31 34 41
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Experiment 4
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Figure 8: Experiment 4: Proxy Empirical Regret (left) and Number of pulls of the dominant arm (right),
averaged over 104 independent trajectories for T ∈ {103, 2.5 × 103, 5 × 103, 7.5 × 103, 9 × 10, 104, 1.5 × 104, 2 ×
104, 3× 104, 5× 104}.

Table 9: Statistics on the number of pulls of the best arm at T = 5× 104, Experiment 4.

Algorithm Average (%) 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 76 4 74 77 78 79 80 80
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 84 3 75 85 89 90 91 91
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 48 3 51 51 51 51 51 51
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 48 3 51 51 51 51 51 51

ExtremeETC 11 3 3 3 3 3 52 52
ExtremeHunter 14 3 3 3 3 25 48 52
MaxMedian 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ThresholdAscent 18 15 16 17 18 19 20 20

Table 10: Statistics on the distributions of maxima at T = 5× 104, Experiment 4.
Algorithm Average 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 14 13 13 14 14 15 16 17
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 15 13 13 14 14 15 16 17
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 14 12 13 13 14 15 15 17
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 14 12 13 13 14 15 15 17

ExtremeETC 12 10 11 11 12 13 14 16
ExtremeHunter 13 10 11 12 13 14 14 16
MaxMedian 5 3 4 4 5 6 7 10

ThresholdAscent 13 12 12 13 13 14 15 16
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Figure 9: Experiment 5: Proxy Empirical Regret (left) and Number of pulls of the dominant arm (right),
averaged over 104 independent trajectories for T ∈ {103, 2.5 × 103, 5 × 103, 7.5 × 103, 9 × 10, 104, 1.5 × 104, 2 ×
104, 3× 104, 5× 104}.

Table 11: Statistics on the number of pulls of the best arm at T = 5× 104, Experiment 5.

Algorithm Average (%) 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 97 97 97 97 97 97 97 97
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 99 98 99 99 99 99 99 99
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95

ExtremeETC 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95
ExtremeHunter 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95
MaxMedian 95 0 100 100 100 100 100 100

ThresholdAscent 74 73 73 74 74 74 74 74

Table 12: Statistics on the distributions of maxima at T = 5 × 104, Experiment 5. Results divided by 100 to
improve readability.

Algorithm Average 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 1179 46 84 133 251 556 1405 11239
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 1325 47 88 140 267 582 1444 12836
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 1055 45 84 134 250 565 1347 11434
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 944 43 82 133 247 547 1395 11038

ExtremeETC 3428 42 83 132 245 542 1362 9944
ExtremeHunter 910 44 83 132 241 553 1386 11555
MaxMedian 939 2 70 124 240 548 1378 10239

ThresholdAscent 1096 35 67 107 200 445 1151 9105
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Figure 10: Experiment 6: Proxy Empirical Regret (left) and Number of pulls of the dominant arm (right),
averaged over 104 independent trajectories for T ∈ {103, 2.5 × 103, 5 × 103, 7.5 × 103, 9 × 10, 104, 1.5 × 104, 2 ×
104, 3× 104, 5× 104}.

Table 13: Statistics on the number of pulls of the best arm at T = 5× 104, Experiment 6.

Algorithm Average (%) 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 14 1 1 2 4 15 45 95
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 36 0 1 3 22 75 90 98
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 15 3 3 3 3 3 95 95

ExtremeETC 79 3 3 95 95 95 95 95
ExtremeHunter 87 3 85 95 95 95 95 95
MaxMedian 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

ThresholdAscent 43 27 34 38 43 49 53 60

Table 14: Statistics on the distributions of maxima at T = 5 × 104, Experiment 6. Results divided by 100 to
improve readability.

Algorithm Average 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 60 5 9 12 21 41 91 635
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 120 6 10 15 28 64 155 1144
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 40 5 8 11 18 33 64 306
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 59 5 8 12 20 40 93 702

ExtremeETC 267 6 14 24 47 108 266 2687
ExtremeHunter 232 8 17 28 53 116 305 2620
MaxMedian 35 0 7 10 17 30 60 306

ThresholdAscent 136 7 12 18 33 70 170 1299
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Figure 11: Experiment 7 (Log-normal arms): Number of pulls of the dominant arm, averaged over 104 indepen-
dent trajectories for T ∈ {103, 2.5× 103, 5× 103, 7.5× 103, 9× 10, 104, 1.5× 104, 2× 104, 3× 104, 5× 104}.

Table 15: Statistics on the distributions of number of pulls of the best arm at T = 5× 104, Experiment 7.

Algorithm Average 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 94 85 94 95 95 95 95 95
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 97 89 96 97 98 98 98 98
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

ExtremeETC 55 3 3 3 90 90 90 90
ExtremeHunter 63 13 40 45 53 90 90 90
MaxMedian 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

ThresholdAscent 57 55 56 57 58 58 58 58

Table 16: Statistics on the distributions of maxima at T = 5 × 104, Experiment 7. Results divided by 1000 to
improve readability.

Algorithm Average 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 1393 73 151 257 488 1090 2259 13764
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 1401 79 163 260 524 1171 2830 13839
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 1337 77 154 245 430 1007 2664 13651
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 1459 84 150 251 461 987 2419 12654

ExtremeETC 957 6 12 30 214 581 1511 7422
ExtremeHunter 867 32 85 156 297 666 1569 10855
MaxMedian 76 0 0 0 0 0 15 1678

ThresholdAscent 1043 43 94 160 311 667 1648 10715
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Figure 12: Experiment 8 (Generalized Gaussian arms): Number of pulls of the dominant arm, averaged over 104

independent trajectories for T ∈ {103, 2.5× 103, 5× 103, 7.5× 103, 9× 10, 104, 1.5× 104, 2× 104, 3× 104, 5× 104}.

Table 17: Statistics on the distributions of number of pulls of the best arm at T = 5× 104, Experiment 8.

Algorithm Average 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 91 91 91 91 91 91 91 91
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 97 97 97 97 97 97 97 97
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 82
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 82

ExtremeETC 80 3 82 82 82 82 82 82
ExtremeHunter 82 80 82 82 82 82 82 82
MaxMedian 31 0 0 0 0 89 100 100

ThresholdAscent 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44

Table 18: Statistics on the distributions of maxima at T = 5 × 104, Experiment 8. Results divided by 100 to
improve readability.

Algorithm Average 1% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 99%

QoMax-SDA (q = 1/2) 30 14 17 21 27 35 46 75
QoMax-SDA (q = 0.9) 31 14 18 21 27 34 46 94
QoMax-ETC (q = 1/2) 29 13 17 20 26 34 45 76
QoMax-ETC (q = 0.9) 29 14 17 20 26 35 45 88

ExtremeETC 28 4 17 20 25 33 43 78
ExtremeHunter 29 13 17 20 25 34 45 78
MaxMedian 11 0 0 0 0 21 33 65

ThresholdAscent 24 10 14 16 21 28 38 74
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